Readability and Layout Study

The readability and layout study investigated how students perceive and react to a range of different online item configurations and displays. The purpose of the study was to evaluate different item display and navigation options relative to onscreen layouts.

Layout presentations included different options for the location of images in relation to text on screen, navigation functionality within a single stimulus and across multiple stimuli, presentation of audio items for spelling, and presentation of item content (including horizontal or vertical response option layouts; font type, line spacing, and line length).

Students in focus groups were presented with an option on screens and were asked to comment on differences between sample displays, and suggest how they would improve upon the layouts. Students across year levels tended to be consistent in their preferences and recommendations for layout options, with the exception of navigating long reading passages.

The study was conducted in two phases: a literature review and a field trial.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the world of education has undergone major transformations due to advances in technology. Unlike before, children in most developed countries are learning with the aid of new technologies such as computers and tablets. In addition, educational assessments are slowly shifting from traditional paper-and-pen test to online- and computer-based assessments, and online assessments are increasingly being developed and used.

Consistent with this trend, some large scale international assessment programs such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) have introduced computer-based tests for participating students. Likewise, in Australia, several online assessment tools have been developed, such as the Progressive Achievement Tests in Reading Fourth Edition by the Australian Council for Education Research (ACER), and On Demand Testing by the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA). Currently, the Australian Government is working with states and territories and the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) to move the National Assessment Program – Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) tests online, with goals to implement NAPLAN online from 2017 so that students can complete the assessment using a computer or other electronic device such as a tablet (ACARA, 2014).

Introduced in 2008, NAPLAN is an annual assessment for students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. The main purpose of NAPLAN is to assess the skills of Australian students in literacy and numeracy against the national standards. The results of NAPLAN tests also provide information to students, parents, teachers and schools about student achievement and progress. It is held that moving NAPLAN into an electronic format will bring about many benefits, including the use of tailored test design and the opportunity to broaden the scope of an assessment (ACARA, 2014). Factors relating to readability and layout of online assessment must therefore be examined and considered. The format of NAPLAN online tests will be influenced by the current paper-based test format. The NAPLAN reading test is currently presented using a reading magazine containing passages, and a test booklet containing multiple choice questions (indicate answer by shading a bubble) or constructed response (write answer in a box or lines provided). Given the fact that these two
components need to be considered for transfer to an online environment, the online reading test could be presented across bilateral sections on a screen.

The transition from paper-and-pen test to computer or online assessment has raised a number of questions pertaining to the differences between paper and computer-based tests, and the effects of test presentation modes on student performance. Studies examining these research questions have reported conflicting findings; some studies report no statistically significant differences in student reading performance across the media (paper or online assessment) (Wang, Jiao, Young, Brooks, & Olson, 2008; Young, 2014) while others have found statistically significant differences in reading speed and reading comprehension when tests were presented in different modes (Dillon, 1992; Kim & Kim, 2013). Research to date has provided limited information on how to best transfer test content from print to digital display. Factors such as typeface readability and characteristics, item layout and presentation, and device type may affect students’ performance and engagement on assessments. Further investigation into these factors is needed to improve the validity and reliability of online assessments.

1.1 Overview of the current literature review

The purpose of this report is to review current literature about readability and layout of onscreen assessments. This review will consist of five main sections.

First, we present and describe national and international online reading or literacy assessments tools used in large scale studies or settings. If an assessment program or tool covers several learning domains, only information related to reading or literacy assessment is presented and discussed in detail. Screen shots and examples of assessment items are included if they are available online or accessible by the general public. Second, we compare and discuss differences between paper- and online assessments, and identify factors to consider when developing an online assessment. Third, we evaluate and analyse factors that are important for the design and implementation of online assessments. Fourth, we provide recommendations and practical solutions for transitioning NAPLAN reading assessments online. Last, we provide guidelines for use of cognitive interview and guidelines for conducting associated processes such as concept check and logistics checks.
2 Online Assessment

2.1 Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT) in Reading Fourth Edition, Australia

The Progressive Achievement Tests in Reading Fourth Edition (PAT Reading Fourth Edition) is a “thoroughly researched and normed test for measuring and tracking student achievement in reading comprehension, word knowledge and spelling” (ACER, 2015).

Developed by the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER), PAT Reading contains multiple-choice questions in Reading Comprehension, Vocabulary and Spelling. Only the PAT Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary tests are currently available for online administration. Online reading comprehension tests are available for students in Foundation year to Year 10, while the Vocabulary tests are available for students in years 3 to 10.

2.2 On Demand Testing, Australia

On Demand Testing is an online tool developed by the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) to assist teachers with assessment needs such as identifying a student’s strengths and weaknesses (VCAA, 2014). On Demand tests are designed to link to the Australian Curriculum and the Victorian Essential Learning Standards (AusVELS), and covers both general ability tests and topic-specific assessments (VCAA, 2014).

On Demand testing program provides a selection of assessments for English and Mathematics, and for Literacy-Reading, Language-Spelling, Number and Algebra, and Measurement & Geometry. Tests are available in two formats: computer adaptive test format or linear test format. Computer adaptive tests provide sets of questions to students according to student ability; linear tests contain a fixed set of questions which are presented to all students in the same order (VCAA, 2013).

2.3 Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (OLNA), Western Australia

The Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment (OLNA) provides students with opportunities to demonstrate minimum standards of literacy and numeracy required for the Western
Australian Certificate of Education (WACE), a senior secondary certificate in Australia (School Curriculum and Standards Authority, 2015). From 2016, a minimum standard of literacy and numeracy must be demonstrated by students in order to be eligible for a WACE. To demonstrate this minimum standard, students can either complete the OLNA or obtain prequalification through Year 9 NAPLAN. OLNA is conducted annually in March and September, and students in Years 10, 11 and 12 are given up to six opportunities (two per year) to demonstrate the minimum standard.

There are three online assessment components – Reading, Writing and Numeracy. Students are allowed 60 minutes to complete each assessment. The reading component of OLNA is comprised of 60 multiple-choice questions.

2.4 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial international survey of 15-year old school students in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and non-OECD countries. The goal of PISA is to evaluate and measure how well students approaching the end of compulsory schooling are prepared for their future in real-world contexts. Specifically, knowledge and skills in reading literacy, mathematics and scientific literacy are assessed. From 2015, the primary mode of delivery for all PISA assessments including reading literacy will be computer-based, although paper-based assessment instruments will still be made available to participating countries (OECD, 2013).

Sample items from the computer-based reading assessment are shown in Figures 1 and 2. These items were originally designed for use in paper and pencil test, but have been adapted slightly for presentation in computer-based format.
Figure 1. Sample question of the PISA reading assessment. The passage is presented on a scroll page above the question and multiple-choice response options. Screen shot retrieved from [http://pisa-sq.acer.edu.au/](http://pisa-sq.acer.edu.au/)

Figure 2. Sample question of the PISA reading assessment. The passage is presented on a scroll page above the question and answer box. Screen shot retrieved from [http://pisa-sq.acer.edu.au/](http://pisa-sq.acer.edu.au/)
2.4.1 Electronic Reading Assessment (ERA) by PISA

The Electronic Reading Assessment (ERA) was an assessment of reading in a digital environment (e.g., reading of electronic texts). This assessment was included in the 2009 and 2012 Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) (OECD, 2009). Students were given a 10-minute practice session and subsequently asked to complete a 40-minute computer-based assessment. Figures 3 and 4 are examples from the ERA.

Figure 3. Example of an Electronic Reading Assessment test from 2009 PISA program. The passage is presented on a scroll page above the question and multiple-choice response options. Screen shot taken from http://erasq.acer.edu.au/index.php?cmd=home.
Figure 4. Example of an Electronic Reading Assessment from 2012 PISA programme. The stimulus and question sections are presented on separate scroll sections. Screen shot taken from http://erasq.acer.edu.au/index.php?cmd=home

2.5 Online Reading Literacy Assessment (ORLA), Taiwan

The Online Reading Literacy Assessment (ORLA) was designed based on PISA’s ERA to explore the characteristics of Taiwanese eighth grade students’ online reading literacy (Hung, Huang, Yeh, & Chang, 2010). A total of 176 eighth grade students sampled from three schools in the Tainan districts participated in the ORLA. The ORLA consisted of two subsets of multiple choice items and open-ended questions. The first subset assessed webpage information reading and retrieval, while the second subset assessed online reading and communicating (Hung et al., 2010). Figure 5 presents an example of a multiple-choice item from ORLA.
2.6 Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), USA

The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) is a consortium of states in the US working together to develop a set of computer-based K – 12 assessments in Mathematics and English Language Arts/Literacy (PARCC, 2015a). The PARCC assessment provides teachers, schools, students and parents information regarding students’ learning progress and whether students are on track for success after high school. Results from PARCC are intended to help teachers customise learning and teaching to meet student needs. Around 5 million students in grades 3-11 from 11 different states and the District of Columbia participated in the 2014-2015 PARCC assessments. Figures 6 to 8 present example items for the English Language Arts/Literacy (ELA) tests.
Figure 6. An example of PARCC ELA sample test with multiple choice items for Grade 3 to 5. The passage/story is presented on a scrolling page on the left. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
Figure 7. An example of PARCC ELA sample test with multiple choice items for Grade 6 to 8. The passage/story is presented on a scrolling page on the left. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
Figure 8. An example of PARCC ELA sample test for Grade 6 to 8. The passage/story is presented on a scrolling page on the left. A drag-and-drop question/item is presented on the right. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/

2.7 Smarter Balanced, USA

Smarter Balanced is an online assessment system “aligned to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) in English language arts/literacy (ELA/literacy) and mathematics for grades 3 to 8 and grade 11” (SBAC, n.d.). Smarter Balanced is designed by the Smarter Balanced
Assessment Consortium, a public agency in the United States, to measure students’ progress and attainment of skills and knowledge important for college and students’ future career. The system includes both summative assessments and optional interim assessments. Summative assessments are comprised of computer adaptive items and performance tasks which are administered in the last 12 weeks of the school year. Interim assessments, on the other hand, are optional comprehensive and content-cluster measures that are administered at different intervals throughout the school year (as determined by the school) (SBAC, n.d.).

Sample items of English language arts/Literacy tests are presented in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Sample item of English language arts/literacy test. Test passage is presented on the left scrolling page while question is presented on the right. For this item, participants are required to identify and select phrases from the passage on the left to answer the question. Screen shot taken from http://www.smarterbalanced.org/sample-items-and-performance-tasks/
Figure 10. In this sample test, the test passage is presented on top while the question is presented on the bottom. For this item, participants are required to type their answers in the box. Screen shot taken from http://www.smarterbalanced.org/sample-items-and-performance-tasks/.

2.8 Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC)

The Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) is an international assessment of key cognitive and workplace skills (OECD, n.d). Adults between the ages of 16 and 65 in 33 countries have participated in the PIAAC in previous years.

The three main components of the PIAAC survey are:

i. Direct assessment of skills in literacy, numeracy, reading components and problem solving in technology-rich environment (PS-TRE).

ii. Modules on the use of cognitive skills (e.g., reading, writing), interaction and social skills (e.g., planning, communication), physical skills (e.g., use of gross and fine motor skills) and learning skills.
iii. Background questionnaire to collect participant details such as demographic characteristics, education level, and employment status and income.

The PIAAC literacy test assesses adults’ ability to read digital texts (e.g., text containing navigation features such as scrolling) as well as traditional print-based texts.

An example of a computer-based version of the literacy test is presented in Figure 11.

![Figure 11](http://www.oecd.org/site/piaac/Literacy%20Sample%20Items.pdf)

**Figure 11.** An example of the computer-based PIACC literacy test. The item or passage is presented on the right while instruction and questions are presented on the left. To answer the question, respondents are required to highlight words and phrases in the stimulus on the right using a mouse. Screen shot taken from [http://www.oecd.org/site/piaac/Literacy%20Sample%20Items.pdf](http://www.oecd.org/site/piaac/Literacy%20Sample%20Items.pdf)

### 2.9 Review of online assessment tools and programs

In this section, we review and highlight characteristics and features that are salient in the online assessment tools described above.
Table 1 summarizes the online assessment tools and programs described in Section 2.1 to 2.8. Across all online reading assessment tools and programs, we observed four common features and characteristics.

First, in most online assessment, stimulus and items were presented in either a top-bottom or left-right format or a combination of both. That is, passages or stimuli are presented on the top of page, with items or questions presented below. Alternatively, the passage is presented on the left while questions and items are presented on the right or vice-versa. To our knowledge, there is no evidence that points to a best stimuli-item layout format. Online assessment programs that employ their respective layout formats did not provide reasons for their decision. These layout formats were commonly paired with scrolling features which enable the readers to scroll and move through the text. Additionally, most passages were presented on a white background, and add-on graphics such as pictures were presented within the passage section.

Second, although placed in different parts of the screen, “back”, “forward”, “previous” or “next” buttons were used as navigational methods on all online assessments reviewed above.

Third, a range of reading tools and features were incorporated into the online reading assessments. These tools were included to facilitate the online reading process. Examples of tools include:

- Item panel or progress bar; this was commonly presented on the top of the page and indicated the number of items that were included in the assessment, or the percentage of assessment completed.
- Flag feature; this served as a ‘reminder’ for readers to review items later.
- Highlight tool for reading passages.
- Ability to expand or maximise stimulus window/passage section.
- Pop-up notepad for separate note-taking.

Lastly, the majority of the assessments included multiple choice questions and/or constructed response items (i.e., short answers). The technologies of online and computer assessments also allowed for new and innovative types of questions which were not feasible
on traditional paper-and-pen assessment. Technology-enhanced items such as drag-and-drop questions, point and click, and select or highlight phrases from a passage were included in some assessment tools.
Table 1

*Overview of online assessment tools*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online tools/programs</th>
<th>Age range/Year levels</th>
<th>Domains tested</th>
<th>Types of questions</th>
<th>Adaptive testing</th>
<th>Presentation layout (stimuli-items)</th>
<th>Navigation features</th>
<th>Other characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PAT Reading           | Reading comprehension: Foundation to Year 10  
Word knowledge: Year 3 to 10 | • Reading comprehension  
• Word knowledge (vocabulary)  
• Spelling - not available for online administration | • Multiple choice | X | - | - | - |
| On Demand Testing     | Year 1 to 10          | • English  
• Mathematics | • Multiple choice  
• Short answer  
• Hot spot  
• Drag and drop  
• Mathematical calculator | ✓ | - | - | - |
| OLNA                  | Year 10 to 12         | • Reading  
• Writing  
• Numeracy | • Multiple choice  
• Constructed response (writing component only, responses of up to 600 words allowed) | X | - | - | - |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online tools/programs</th>
<th>Age range/Year levels</th>
<th>Domains tested</th>
<th>Types of questions</th>
<th>Adaptive testing</th>
<th>Presentation layout (stimuli-items)</th>
<th>Navigation features</th>
<th>Other characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PISA                  | 15-year olds          | • Reading  
• Mathematics  
• Scientific literacy | • Multiple choice  
• Constructed response | ×  
• Top-bottom story presented within a scrolled textbox. | Item panel on top-centre of page.  
“Previous” button on left hand corner;  
“Next” button on right hand corner. | Pop-up stimulus with scrolling features; use mouse clicks to move pop-up screen; can also close pop-up window. |
• Reading of electronic texts | • Multiple choice  
• Point and click | ×  
• Top-bottom Web-page type stimulus with scrolling feature.  
For some items, participants would click on correct link/answers which are presented within story/text.  
There are also short answer items (e.g., reply to a forum posting). | Back and forward buttons on left hand corner. | Dynamic text (hypertext) within stimuli. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online tools/programs</th>
<th>Age range/Year levels</th>
<th>Domains tested</th>
<th>Types of questions</th>
<th>Adaptive testing</th>
<th>Presentation layout (stimuli-items)</th>
<th>Navigation features</th>
<th>Other characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORLA</td>
<td>Eighth grade students (Taiwan)</td>
<td>• Online reading literacy</td>
<td>• Multiple choice</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>• Bottom-top</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARCC</td>
<td>Kindergarten to Grade 12 (USA)</td>
<td>• English language arts/literacy • Mathematics</td>
<td>• Multiple choice • Drag and drop • Constructed response</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>A mixed of top-bottom and left-right layout formats. • Left-right Scrolled text; response text box with bold, italics, underline and numbering features. • Top-bottom Compare ideas from two stories. Drag sentences and drop them into the Venn diagram.</td>
<td>Back and forward arrow buttons are presented on top left.</td>
<td>Presentation of two passages using tabs. Features/tools: • Highlight tool for reading passages • Review (brings you to a different page, with an overview list of questions and whether you have answered or not) • Flag feature (i.e. flag a question to review later) • Pointer • Notepad (a pop-up blank note pad that can be used to make notes, movable with mouse click-drag, auto-saved, can be closed and reopened with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online tools/programs</td>
<td>Age range/Year levels</td>
<td>Domains tested</td>
<td>Types of questions</td>
<td>Adaptive testing</td>
<td>Presentation layout (stimuli-items)</td>
<td>Navigation features</td>
<td>Other characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smarter Balanced</td>
<td>Grades 3 to 8, and Grade 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                       |                       | • English language arts/literacy  
|                       |                       | • Mathematics  
|                       |                       | • Multiple choice  
|                       |                       | • Technology-enhanced items (e.g., selecting phrases from paragraph)  
|                       |                       | • Constructed response items  
|                       |                       | • Performance tasks  
|                       |                       | ✔️  
|                       |                       | • Left-right  
|                       |                       | Passage presented within a scrolled section.  
|                       |                       | • Top-bottom  
|                       |                       | Back and forward arrow buttons are presented on top right.  
|                       |                       | Features/tools:  
|                       |                       | - Ability to maximize or minimize stimulus window (left part of screen)  
|                       |                       | - Flag item  
|                       |                       | - Optional (but immediate) item score for certain items such as multiple choice questions |
| PIAAC                 | Adults                |
|                       |                       | • Literacy  
|                       |                       | • Numeracy  
|                       |                       | • Reading components  
|                       |                       | • Problem solving  
|                       |                       | -  
|                       |                       | ✔️  
|                       |                       | -  
|                       |                       | -  
|                       |                       | -  
|                       |                       | -  |
3 Comparison between Paper and Online Assessments

Improvements in technology have encouraged the delivery of educational assessments through computers (Kim & Kim, 2013) and this has opened new possibilities for the assessment of reading and/or literacy skills. The advantages of online assessments have been reported in terms of their ability to provide immediate scoring and feedback of students’ results, efficiency in test administration, flexible administration schedules, reduced costs and the possible inclusion of multimedia item types that would not be feasible for print assessments (Gil, Martinez, & Vidal-Abarca, 2015). However, an important question is whether tests administered in both formats generate similar test outcomes.

3.1 Paper-based Assessments

With regards to paper-based assessments, research has identified a number of strategies used by readers to acquire, understand and retrieve information they read (Huang, 2014). Readers have to make decisions about what and how to read the text including skimming text rapidly, scanning text for a specific piece of information, engaging in detailed and deep reading, or re-reading text (Gil et al., 2015). The question then becomes whether reading skills and comprehension processes change if the medium changes, and if achievement results reflect these changes.

3.2 Online Assessments

There is a substantial body of research examining computer-based tests and paper-and-pencil tests. However, results regarding performance related to test delivery mode are mixed. Some have found that students performed better on computer-based assessments (Clariana & Wallace, 2002). In this study, freshman business undergraduates [age details not provided] either completed a computer-based or identical paper-based test. Results indicated that the computer-based test group outperformed the paper-based test group.

Other studies have found lower scores in computer-based assessment compared to paper based assessments (Kim & Kim, 2013). The researchers examined differences in reading performance for an electronic test with a scrolling text mode on a LCD monitor versus a
traditional paper test format. Participants were high school students (Grade 11 students in the US) and results showed that student performance was affected by the presentation medium such that students scored significantly higher in reading comprehension on the paper test, and took a longer time to read and answer questions on the electronic tests (Kim & Kim, 2013).

There are studies that have found no differences as well. A meta-analysis consolidating findings on the impact of administration mode for K-12 reading assessments (i.e. computer based tests and paper-pencil tests) identified that administration mode had no statistically significant effect on reading achievement (Wang et al., 2008). Their research focused on published and unpublished studies on computer-based and paper-based administration, examining effects on K-12 student’ reading achievement performance. Thirty-six relevant studies were analysed and the authors found that the difference between students’ reading achievement from computer-based or paper based tests was not statistically significant (Wang et al., 2008).

Young (2014) investigated the differences in university student readers’ [age details not provided] information gathering processes and strategies for comprehension of information when reading online and on print, and retention of information. Participants were provided with print and web edition texts from three publications, and students’ ability to read and retrieve core information from both media were assessed. Subsequent focus group discussions probed their strategies used to engage with the texts in both media. Their standardized reading comprehension scores were also collected. Results indicated that participants demonstrated functional equivalency in both media (Young, 2014).

Researchers have discussed various hypotheses to explain such mixed results. A majority of early comparability studies on paper versus computer documents focused on outcome measures of reading such as speed, accuracy and comprehension (Solak, 2014). There is a burgeoning consensus that the inconsistencies in earlier findings could be related to variations in visual quality of the two presentations and developments in display screen and interface technologies could reduce the level of disparity between the presentation qualities of the two media (Wang et al., 2008). Mason, Patry and Berstein (2001) flagged the flexibility of platforms (i.e. computer interfaces in some studies did not allow students to
skip, review and/or modify responses) as a factor while Paek (2005) highlighted challenges related to scrolling and strategies used to organise information (e.g. underlining key phrases).

3.2.1 Web page reading

Despite the inconclusive evidence from studies comparing paper-based and online assessment, evidence from eye tracking studies of adult web readers revealed that readers scan and read through web pages differently compared to reading on paper – online readers tend not to read every word on a web page. In a study investigating how people read websites, Nielsen and colleagues (1997) found that 79% of users scanned through the web page and only 16% read word-by-word. Generally, readers scan through a web page until some element of the page catches their eye and attention (Tortorici, n.d.). At this point, the reader will switch from scanning to focusing on the element and read until he/she is no longer engaged or loses motivation to carry on. The reader would then switch back to the “scanning mode” until another element attracts his/her attention. This scan-and-focus pattern of reading repeats itself over and over during web-page reading (Tortorici, n.d.).

Some researchers suggest that readers follow an “F-pattern” when browsing or reading web content (Jones, 2012; Nielsen, 2006) (see Figure 12). The F-pattern describes the most common eye-scanning patterns observed in web page reading, and consists of the following three components (Nielsen, 2006):

- Users first read in a horizontal movement across the first few lines on the top of the screen or across the upper part of the content area. This initial movement forms the F’s top bar.
- Next, users move down the page slowly and read across in a second horizontal movement, this time covering a shorter area than the first horizontal movement. This subsequent movement forms the F’s lower (shorter) bar.
- Finally, users scan the left side of the screen in a vertical movement, looking for keywords or elements of interest in the paragraphs or subsections that follow. This last movement forms the F’s stem.
According to Nielsen (2006), readers employ the “F reading-pattern” when browsing and reading almost all online material, including articles, web sites, search engine results and etc. Users’ reading behaviour such as the F-pattern must be taken into consideration when designing web pages. Guidelines for webpage design indicate that an “F-layout” would work best as it allows users to scan web content naturally (Jones, 2012). Using the F-Layout, the best or most important content of a web page should be placed across the top, and the first two paragraphs should state the most important information (Jones, 2012; Nielsen, 2006). The following subsections, paragraphs or bullet points should start with information-carrying words so that users will notice these sections when scanning down the left side of the screen or content area – this vertical scanning movement is the final component of the F-pattern.

![Image of F-pattern in heat-maps from user eye tracking of three websites.](http://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/)

Figure 12. The F-pattern illustrated in heat-maps from user eye tracking of three websites. The areas where users looked the most are coloured in read, the yellow areas indicate fewer views, followed by blue areas which indicate the least-viewed areas. Grey areas indicate areas that did not attract any fixations. Image taken from http://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/

It is important to note that these studies were conducted on adult participants, and examined web page reading behaviour and not online test taking. Nevertheless, these
findings may have important implications for the design of online reading assessments for children. Further research is needed to answer the following questions:

- What reading strategies (e.g., “scan-and-focus”, “read word-by-word”, “F-reading pattern”, or other strategies) do students use when completing an online reading assessment?
- How would students’ reading strategies influence the layout and presentation of elements of an online reading assessment (i.e., passage and item placement)?
  - For example, if students tend to utilise the F-pattern reading strategy in an online reading assessment, how should assessments items be presented or arranged on a screen page?
- How do students’ reading strategies affect their ability to answer items in an online assessment?

3.3 Factors to Consider for Online Assessment

There is not a strong body of research evidence concerning the impact of testing modes on student performance and the tests' psychometric properties (Gil et al., 2015). With respect to reading assessments, examining the readability of onscreen text is essential to ensure effective student engagement (Hojjati & Muniandy, 2014). Readability focuses on how well a reader is able to comprehend the content of a particular text through reading (Eslami, 2014). There are a number of factors which can impact on the ability to read text on a computer screen. The following section provides a critical analysis of research on readability factors including typeface characteristics, text layout and format, presentation layout, and device properties and features.
4 Critical Analysis of Factors Important for Online Assessments

4.1 Typeface Characteristics

Display or typeface characteristics refer to issues related to fonts such as font type, font size and character spacing – many of which have been subjected to detailed research for both print and screen display. Research findings on typeface characteristics can guide one’s understanding of the relative advantages and disadvantages of particular display types, and also highlight the effects of several interacting factors on reading from screen. However, guidelines of typeface characteristics for print may not be directly applicable to onscreen display.

4.1.1 Font Type

In early research, Dillon (1992) in his review looked at differences between reading from print and screen, and found that font type for onscreen texts did not impact on reading rate after taking into account reasonable font type and screen resolution. In his doctorate thesis, Weisenmiller (1999) also examined the readability of four different font typefaces (i.e. Georgia and Verdana which were both optimised for onscreen readability, and Times New Roman and Arial) and the impact of font type on reading rate and comprehension for university students (i.e. 264 participants with median age 21.5 years). He found no significant differences in reading rate and comprehension between any of the typefaces (Weisenmiller, 1999).

However, with the advent of new fonts, recent studies have illustrated differences between Serif and san serif fonts for onscreen readability. Sans serif typefaces (e.g. Arial and Comic Sans MS) were perceived as easier to read and more desirable for online texts compared to Serif typefaces (e.g. Times New Roman and Courier New), with a significant effect found for reading accuracy (Sans serif fonts required less effective reading compared to the other text types) when effects of common online typefaces effect on reading was explored for elementary school-aged children (i.e. 27 children aged 9 to 11 years old) (Bernard, Chaparro, Mills, & Halcomb, 2002). Hojjati and Muniandy (2014) examined the readability of different font types (serif vs san serif) and the effects of font type on reading performance in 30
postgraduate students (age details not provided). They reported a significant difference in font readability between serif fonts (e.g. Times New Roman) and sans serif fonts (e.g. Verdana), with the latter identified as the better choice for displaying long text on screen.

Josephson (2008) conducted an exploratory eye-tracking study comparing onscreen legibility of sans serif fonts (e.g. Arial and Verdana) to serif font (e.g. Times New Roman and Georgia) and determined that Verdana performed the best, with participants (i.e. 6 university students - average age 24.2 years) reading more quickly, experiencing less backward movements for review or re-reading. Participants also expressed a preference for the Verdana font over other fonts.

4.1.2 Font Size

As expected, research found that bigger font sizes were perceived as significantly easier to read on a computer screen. In his review, Dillon (1992) observed the differences of display fonts between screen and paper reading, and argued that optimum character size for reading from screen is likely reliant on the task. Bernard et al. (2002) explored actual and perceived readability for different typefaces at 12 and 14 point sizes and determined that although there was no significant effect on reading accuracy or speed for point size, participants (i.e. 27 children aged 9 to 11 years old) considered 14 point size more desirable for school materials. Another related study examined readability of Times New Roman and Arial in 10 point and 12 point sizes for university students (i.e. 35 under-graduate and graduate students with mean age 25 years) and found that there was no significant difference in reading accuracy for font size. However, font size impacted students’ reading speed (i.e. 10 point text was read slower than all 12 point text) (Bernard, Chaparro, Mills, & Halcomb, 2003). Participants preferred the 12 point text and perceived it to be less difficult to read than the 10 point text. In another review, Dyson (2004) also reported that reading with 12-point font was faster but noted that increasing font size did not always improve participants’ perception of text legibility.

4.2 Text Format

Presentation of text on a screen can be influenced by several variables such as interlinear spacing, line length, column format and window size; these variables are used to vary the
amount of text displayed on screen. These typographic variables are inter-related and together they can affect the layout and readability of text. These variables are not generally considered in isolation; therefore, the following section will review studies that have considered or manipulated one or more factors related to text format.

4.2.1 Interlinear Spacing

Interlinear spacing refers to the amount of space between lines (Dyson, 2004). Control of spacing is a significant part of page design as loose spacing can result in pages ‘streaming’ and reduce legibility (Hojjati & Muniandy, 2014). There is evidence to suggest that spacing between the lines of a text can impact on speed of on-screen reading. Dyson (2004) consolidated research on variables related to configuration of text on screen and found that double spacing was better for reading than single spacing. Ling and van Schaik (2007) conducted a study on 65 undergraduate students (77% were 25 years and under; 23% aged between 25 and 50 years) to examine the impact of line spacing on students’ reading speed and accuracy in visual search of web pages. Participants were presented with a series of web pages which appeared in single-, 1.5- or double spacing. Texts were either left-aligned or justified depending on the experimental condition. Participants were then asked to find a hyperlink in a screen of text. Results revealed that participants performed better with double spacing than 1.5 spacing, and better with 1.5 than single spacing (Ling & van Schaik, 2007).

Hojjati and Muniandy (2014) also tested the effect of single and double spacing on ease of reading, retention and time taken to read with 30 postgraduate students and found a statistically significant main effect of line spacing on ease of reading onscreen. These results are consistent with findings from older studies (Kolers, Duchnicky, & Ferguson, 1981; Kruk & Muter, 1984) who reported slower reading speed when on-screen text was presented with single spacing compared to double spacing. Together, these results seem to suggest that larger interlinear spacing (e.g. double spacing) may be better for reading on-screen texts.

However, some studies comparing spacing options did not report significant difference in reading speed and comprehension among different conditions of line spacing (Ni, Branch, Chen, & Clinton, 2009). A 2002 study tested college students’ reading speed for on screen single- and double-spaced passages and determined that there was no statistically
significant difference in performance between the groups although the ‘double-space’ group took a relatively longer time to complete reading (Loh, Branch, Shewanown, & Ali, 2002). This paper did not provide information on the font types on the passages, and there is evidence that different combinations of text formatting could result in outcome differences [e.g. sans serif fonts (Verdana) in double spacing was considered easier to read than serif fonts (Times New Roman)] (Hojjati & Muniandy, 2014).

Nevertheless, it is important to consider interlinear spacing in the context of line length as some researchers have suggested that longer lines require increased or larger spacing to improve readability (Dyson, 2004).

4.2.2 Line Lengths

Line length refers to the number of characters in a line, or the physical length of a line (Dyson, 2004). For text presented in print, line lengths of less than 70 characters per line are recommended. However, the recommended line length for onscreen text is not as clear cut. This is because line lengths of text presented on screen is easily varied by changing font size, window size or adjusting page margins.

To date, studies investigating the optimal use of line length on screen have produced mixed results. Dyson and Kipping (1998) conducted a study to examine the impact of line length on adult’s (aged between 18 and 44 years) reading rate and comprehension. Passages of about 800 words were presented on a computer screen, and six line lengths ranging from 25 to 100 characters per line were compared. This was achieved by changing the size of the right margin while keeping type size the same across all conditions. They found that the number of characters per line affected participants’ reading rate, such that the longest line (i.e., 100 characters per line) was read faster than the shortest line (i.e., 25 characters per line). Similar findings were reported by Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) who found on-screen text with longer line lengths and density was read faster than text with shorter line lengths or density.

Conversely, one study found no difference in reading time or reading efficiency between three line length conditions (45, 76 and 132 characters per line) for children (ranged in age from 9 to 12 years; mean age of 11) and adults (ranged in age from 18 to 61 years; mean age of 29) (Bernard, Fernandez, & Hull, 2002). Their results did, however, indicate that
children preferred the shortest line length (45 characters per line), while adults preferred medium or longer line lengths. Consistent with this finding, some researchers have also recommended medium or shorter line length (around 60 characters per line), stating that readers are more likely to lose their space within the text when reading longer line lengths as they require greater lateral eye movement (Mills & Weldon, 1987).

It is important to note that these studies have employed different methods of manipulating line length; some studies manipulated line length by changing the size of the right margin, while other studies manipulated line length by adjusting screen width (e.g., utilising the full length of a screen or parts of screen). These methods produce different text layout and presentation, which may affect the overall readability of text and also influence reading speed and performance. Evidence from studies investigating optimal line length for online reading remains inconclusive. However, it appears that shorter line length ranging from 45-60 characters per line may be most suitable for children. Further investigation into the optimal line length for online reading assessment is needed.

4.2.3 Length of text or passages

There is limited research about the length of texts on a page although it can be assumed to impact on text complexity. PARCC has set the following grade-level expectations to inform text lengths of literacy or informational passages selected for assessments (PARCC, 2014b):

- Grade 3-5 : 200 – 800 words
- Grade 6-8: 400 – 1000 words
- Grade 9-11 – 500 – 1500 words

However, PARCC also identified that the appropriateness of the text, more than text length, should guide text selection. Length of text in a web page is a balance of the relationship between page and screen size as well as the content of your documents. One web style guide suggests that navigational pages should not have more than two screens worth of information, and navigational links should be integrated at the beginning and the end of the page (Lynch & Horton, 2008). Another web guideline suggests that page lengths should be at most twice the screen height for navigational pages to improve reading and reduce disorientation while scrolling (WARC, 2012).
4.2.4 Columns

Another important variable in text layout is column format, especially in relation to line length. Text on screens can be laid out in single or multiple columns, and depending on device type, readers can move through the text using a vertical or horizontal paging or scrolling function. When text is presented in multiple columns, the length of each individual line decreases (Baker, 2005). This also subsequently reduces lateral eye movement involved in reading long lines of text. Compared to other text layout variables, there has been little research on column formats, especially for online or on-screen environments. Older studies have reported that two-column layouts improved reading performance of text presented on print (Pinelli, Cordle, & McCullough, 1986; Williamson, 1966). However, some findings also suggest that multi-column layouts are too narrow and can reduce reading rate (Burnhill, Hartley, & Young, 1976; Hartley, Burnhill, & Fraser, 1974).

In an earlier study comparing column and navigation method (e.g., paging vs. schooling), Dyson and Kipping (1997) recruited 18 participants (18 to 44 years) who were each asked to read three passages displayed on screen; two presented in a single column, scrolled and paged, and a three-column paged passage. The single paged column was read faster than the other formats. In addition, when comparing paged movement conditions, text displayed in a single column was read faster than a three column format. However, participants rated the three column format as easier to read compared to the single column format (Dyson & Kipping, 1997).

A more recent study investigated the effects of multi-column displays and justification on online reading performance. Baker (2005) presented participants (mean age of 22.8 years) with a short story displayed in one of six formats (one, two, or three columns, with either full or left-justified format). Results from this study revealed that reading speed was significantly faster for two-column full-justified text than for one-column full-justified text. Reading speed was also significantly faster for one-column left-justified than for one-column full-justified or three column full-justified. They also reported some differences between slow and fast readers. Fast readers performed best when reading texts presented in two-column full-justified format, while slow readers performed best in a single column non-justified layout (Baker, 2005).
Overall, the limited amount of research on column formats has produced mixed findings. Nonetheless, across all studies, three-column texts were read the slowest. Research findings also suggest that students’ reading ability and justification of text had an impact on students’ reading performance. Therefore, further investigation is still required to examine the optimal way of presenting or choosing column formats for online or on-screen texts.

4.2.5 Justification of text

There are several types of text justification such as left justification (also referred to as no justification) and full justification. Left justification provides equal spacing between words, without hyphenated word-wrapping at the end of sentences. Full justification enables unequal spaces between words and letters to create an even margin on both sides, often including hyphenated breaks in words at the end of sentences (Woody, n.d.).

Left justification produces a ragged right margin which may appear messy. On the other hand, full justification produces neat and vertical margins. However, the uneven variation in spacing between words causes the text to be more difficult to read as the reader’s eye has to jump from word to word rather than move through a sentence smoothly along the line (PWS, 2009). With full-justified texts, large gaps between words and sentences may create distracting white patterns through the text – this effect is known as “rivers of white” or “river effect” (PWS, 2009). Full-justified texts are especially difficult to read for readers with disabilities such as dyslexia (Gregory & Poulton, 1970). The uneven spaces between words become visual distractions and causes readers with dyslexia to lose their place repeatedly (Pedley, 2006).

Most web design guidelines suggest that left justified texts are better for on-screen display as text lines are easier to follow and read. A study by Ling and van Schaik (2007) examined the effects of text presentation on online behaviour and preferences of 65 undergraduate participants. The purpose was to generate design guidelines for web page production. They reported that text presentation had a significant effect on usability of a web page. Specifically, they found that left-aligned text led to better performance in a visual search task of web pages, even though participants preferred full justified text. Similar findings were reported in a study by Baker (2005) where reading speed was fastest under the one-column left-justified and two-column full-justified conditions. Taken together, these
findings seem to suggest that left-justification may be most suitable for web pages and online text. Further studies are still needed, however, to examine the effects of text justification on students’ performance in online reading assessments.

### 4.2.6 Display Size

Window size or height, sometimes referred to as display size, is an important aspect of electronic text presentation across device types. Display size can be varied by changing the number of lines per screen. When comparing display size on screen and paper, differences have been found. Kruk (1984) reported that 40 lines were read faster than 20 lines in either print or on screen, with no differences in reading comprehension scores. The author’s findings indicate that large display size may facilitate reading speed.

Other studies compared display sizes for on-screen reading. In Dillon et al.’s (1990) study, 32 subjects (mean age of 29 years) read an onscreen academic journal article for comprehension with no time limit enforced. The article was presented to them on a screen with display size of either 20 lines or 60 lines. There was no significant effect of display size on reading comprehension or reading rate. However, subjects did indicate a preference for the larger screen display than display size. Additionally, participants using the small screen navigated more between pages and changed direction of viewing more often than participants reading from the large screen.

Richardson (1988) conducted a similar study employing an information location task. Participants were asked to search for 10 pieces of information presented in a software reference manual, displayed on a screen with 20 lines or 40 lines. The total amount of time taken to complete the task did not differ significantly for both window size conditions. Again, subjects expressed a preference for the larger window display size. Taken together, these results suggest that although window size did not affect comprehension or performance rates on screen, subjects in both studies indicated a preference for larger display size.

The majority of studies discussed above were conducted in the 1990s or earlier, and as such these studies have focused on computer window size. Over time, with advances in technology, new devices such as tablets and e-readers have been developed. The conclusions and guidelines drawn from computer studies should not be generalised or
applied to other devices as there are inherent differences in display and features of newer devices compared to a computer. Therefore, further investigation exploring display sizes in newer devices such as tablets is warranted.

4.3 Presentation Layout

Presentation layout focuses on the arrangement, layout and design of items and stimulus on an online page. Almond, Steinberg and Mislevy (2002) termed this idea a presentation model, which essentially describes how tasks or items will look and feel when presented in the delivery environment. Literature indicates that information content transferred from print to digital display may affect reading comprehension. Research comparing computer-based tests (CBTs) and pen-and-paper tests (PPTs) have reported mixed findings in relation to reading speed, accuracy, comprehension, cognitive process load and cognitive measures (Noyes & Garland, 2008). This has highlighted the need for further investigation into the differences between elements of CBTs and PPTS in order to bridge the gap between these two modes. The following section will discuss and review the various methods that researchers have employed or suggested during or as results of their experiments.

4.3.1 Item Placement

Item placement implies the notion of assembling and positioning multiple elements of an assessment (such as stimulus, question, response options, response format and graphics) on screen. Decisions about how information is laid out or where various elements are positioned should be made in view of other critical factors such as typeface characteristics and text formats.

An on-screen presentation might require a different layout compared to pen-and-paper presentation. Therefore, careful consideration should be given when deciding how elements of an item are placed online, and how much information should be displayed simultaneously on an online page. These are important factors to consider in item placement as they can influence how information is perceived and processed by students. In addition, display size in digital medium is relatively limited, and screen display size tends to be smaller on tablets than on computer. Therefore, item placement and design needs to take into account these factors so that an assessment will appear equivalent across devices.
There is a lack of research evidence on the effects of item placement and organisation on reading speed, accuracy, comprehension or cognitive processes. Despite this, there seems to be a common convention across standardised and large scale assessments in regards to item placement and position on screen. The stimulus is commonly presented on the left with items (question and response options) presented on the right (e.g. PARCC, SBAC, PIACC, PISA). Alternatively, the stimulus is presented on the top followed by items at the bottom (e.g. ERA, ORLA); this layout is adapted from paper-based tests and most likely due to the ease of use and to compliment familiarity with paper tests. In addition, the majority of online assessments have included only one question (e.g., multiple choice, constructed response, drag-and-drop and etc.) on each online page, with the following question displayed on the next page and accessible by clicking the ‘Next’ or ‘Forward’ button. Overall, most reading assessment utilised fixed texts or prose (such as narration, exposition and argumentation) which comprised sentences and paragraphs. The amount of text that is immediately visible when displayed on screen encourages readers to approach the text in a particular sequence (OECD, 2009, 2013). Depending on graphic placement, the inclusion of graphical elements within a text may influence the way readers approach and navigate through the text. The following section discusses briefly about graphic placement in online assessments.

**Graphic placement**

Graphic placement refers to the arrangement and position of graphics in relation to the page or text. There are different types of graphics, including drawings, diagrams, photographs, tables, charts and graphs. When graphics are included in a passage of text, the surrounding text could wrap around the graphic on one or both sides, or be overprinted behind or in front of the graphic. Alternatively, the graphic could be treated as a separate paragraph or character.

There is very limited information or guidelines regarding graphic placement for the online assessment environment. Based on the review in Section 2, it is observed that some online assessments do not include any graphics such as picture or illustration, while others such as the PARCC assessment, include graphics (e.g. pictures or photos) in their passages; these graphics appear at the beginning of the passage (Figure 13) and/or within the text between paragraphs (Figure 14). The effectiveness and readability of such graphic placement is
unknown and should be tested, especially if graphics are included to supplement the text. For example, when a supporting graphic (e.g., a diagram showing the life cycle of a butterfly) is included to supplement the text, the placement of the graphic is particularly important because the graphic serves as a visual aid and provides students with additional information regarding the text. To our knowledge, there are no rigid guidelines or hard-and-fast rules for presenting graphics in an online reading assessment. It is recommended that different graphic presentation or layout options be trialled and tested with students of different ages to determine the best and most suitable way of presenting graphics in online reading assessments. Further recommendations relating to graphic and item placement for NAPLAN online is discussed in Section 5.1.2.

Figure 13. Photograph was placed in the beginning of a passage from the Grade 4 Literacy test for PARCC assessment. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
Figure 14. A photograph was placed in between paragraph 5 and 6 in the Grade 4 Literacy test for PARCC assessment. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/

4.3.2 Navigation Format

The two most common techniques of navigating or progressing through an electronic text are scrolling and pagination. For scrolling, users can use a mouse and scroll bar to move contents up or down a screen. For pagination, users move through a text in discrete pages or sections; this method is parallel to page-turning with paper texts. Scrolling can be applied horizontally or vertically across a variety of devices, including computers and tablets. Depending on length of texts and device types, scrolling and pagination are useful features that help readers navigate through a text efficiently. The way in which readers navigate through texts can vary based on medium or type of extracts.

A recent study investigated the interactions between scrolling and pagination with and without callouts; callouts contained quotes or conclusions from the main text and were
placed in the margins (Klyszejko et al., 2014). There were four main experimental conditions with a 2 (scrolling vs. pagination) by 2 (with callouts vs. without callouts) design. Participants (n=42; mean age = 34 years) were randomly assigned to one of the four groups and were requested to read text presented on the screen before completing a text recall test. Participants’ eye movement during both reading and recall task was recorded. In terms of processing time, reading with scrolling facility was more demanding than reading a paginated text. In addition, recall test scores were significantly lower in the scrolling condition compared to the pagination condition (Klyszejko et al., 2014). Participants did, however, make more transitions between the main body of text and callouts in the scrolling condition than pagination condition. The authors conclude that callouts may be beneficial for reading comprehension when less efficient formats such as scrolling are used. Overall, these findings seem to support the use of pagination over scrolling, especially for complex and lengthy online text.

Kim and Kim (2013) examined the differences in reading performance (i.e. reading comprehension score) of teenagers (108 senior high school students; 16-17 year olds) on two mode formats (digital with scrolling vs paper mode) and indicated that navigation format could influence reading performance. They explained that scrolling presentation of text may have disrupted readers’ structural representation of text, and negatively impacted students reading performance (i.e. reading comprehension scores) in passage based assessments. Although most of the students in the study were comfortable using scrolling to navigate through passages, the researchers argued that reading with scrolling may be cognitively more demanding than reading whole pages in a page-by-page (pagination) arrangement. This idea was supported by Piolat, Roussey and Thunin (1997), who also reported that scrolling text presentation interferes with students’ ability to remember the physical structure of text compared to paging. In their study, students (54 university students) [age details not provided] were presented with passages in either scrolling or paging interface and asked to locate specific information. Results revealed relatively poor spatial memory for the passage that was read using the scrolled version. To address issues related to scrolling text interfaces, several other studies (Higgins, Russell, & Hoffmann, 2005; Pommerich, 2004) compared scrolling interface to a pagination interface for reading passages on computers and found that students generally performed worse.
under the scrolling condition than the whole page condition – although findings were not statistically significant. In a more recent attempt, Kerr and Symons (2006) noticed that children’s (60 grade 5 students) reading rate (read more slowly) and reading comprehension (less efficient in comprehending information and higher order reading skills) were affected by the scrolling presentation of text on computer monitors.

Evidence from older studies suggests that there is no significant difference in reading performance between scrolling and paging (Mills & Weldon, 1987), however most researchers agree that lengthy text should be presented vertically (Dillon, 1992; Dillon et al., 1990). There may be an inclination for novice computer users to prefer paging, perhaps due to its close manipulation adherence to reading from paper (Schwartz, Beldie, & Pastoor, 1983). However, Dillon (1992) in his review noted that experienced users prefer scrolling to manipulate text possibly due to its speed – although there is evidence doubting its advantage over paging. The evidence surrounding the argument for the disadvantage of using a scrolling text interface is far from conclusive.

4.3.3 Reading tools

Reading on screen could be enhanced by including reading tools such as a highlighter. Some application software (e.g. Acrobat Reader) and web pages have already incorporated reading tools such as a highlighter and sticky notes (i.e., similar to Post-it notes) into their programs or webpage. The inclusion of reading tools in an online assessment is less common, and the advantages and disadvantages of including these tools are still being explored.

A few studies examining students’ use of reading tools in an online reading environment reported that annotation tools helped students processed information and enhanced students’ understanding of the online text (Lu & Deng, 2013; Nor, Azman, & Hamat, 2013; Nor, Hamat, Azman, Noor, & Bakar, 2011). In Nor et al.’s (2011) study, the authors explained that annotation tools were developed to help readers make notes when they read – this can range from writing short notes in bulleted points, to highlighting or underlining sections of online text. These notes help readers remember and understand what they have read.

Eighty-one university students were recruited for this study. Students were given three online texts to read. Each text was accompanied by a questionnaire which was designed to
investigate students’ perception towards the technological tools and their usage of the tools. They reported that the tools helped students to process information in a systematic way; for example, it allowed the reader to insert prompts and notes within the text. Similar findings were reported in the other two studies; both studies involved tertiary students.

The above findings relate to reading online materials. It is important to note that reading online materials and taking an online reading assessment are different in several ways despite their commonalities. For instance, online reading test often include time restrictions whereas reading online materials is usually considered a leisure activity. Given this, the usefulness of reading tools in an online assessment environment must be examined to determine whether such tools help students in test-taking. To date, most online assessments do not have reading tools. In the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments, however, tools such as a highlighter, flag or review tools and line readers were incorporated. Further discussion on reading tools included in currently available online assessment programs is presented in Section 5.4.

4.4 Device Features

The use of digital devices for instruction and assessment (both formative and summative) purposes are continually growing with the advancement in technology. Students are increasingly interacting with their peers and teacher on academic content to demonstrate their expertise, ability, knowledge and skills. Online testing is regarded as an effective way for evaluating such competencies in students. The range of input and output devices used by students to access test contents delivered online is dependent on the availability of new technologies and the perceived utility of such technologies exercised across classrooms and schools. Moreover, at present, online tests encompass a wide variety of different innovative or technologically enhanced questions (TEQ) in addition to traditional multiple choice items (MCQ). Hence, there is a need for valid and reliable online test designs to ensure student test performance (test scores) is not negatively impacted when multiple devices are employed.

For assessment purposes, devices that are typically considered for testing or research studies include desktop computer with monitor, external keyboard and pointing device (such as mouse); portable laptop computers (including quick-start, hybrid and convertible
with touch functionalities) with keyboard (onscreen or external), monitor (relatively smaller screen than computers) and various pointing device options; portable tablet device (with even smaller screen than other devices), keyboard (onscreen or external), using touch/fingers as the pointing device and peripherals (e.g. styluses, stands, or external keyboards). A key element to note in terms of devices is the varied physical display size (monitor/screen size of device measured diagonally), resolution (clarity of the text and images displayed on screen) and input style (i.e. touch and keyboard functioning) across and within the same type of devices. Variation in these features can have major impact on how information is presented or accessed. For example, devices from laptop to tablets all have varying sizes of output screens from as small as 7-inch to as large as any number (perhaps not bigger than 32-inch for online testing which is what schools are most likely to have).

Professional educational and psychological testing standards indicate that neither mode of delivery nor the device used to access test content should influence students’ performance and assessment outcomes (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014). The increasing number of diverse technology in classrooms and schools poses greater difficulty in creating equivalence when assessing students under online conditions. Parshall, Spray, Kalohn and Davey (2002) described equivalence in terms of item characteristics, examinee scores, test constructs, and examinee behaviour between the two test versions that has been designed to be used as parallel version of the other as evidence to achieve fairness and validity. Some researchers (King, Kong, & Bleil, 2011; Sandene et al., 2005) suggest that student performance across desktop and laptop computers are relatively comparable (resultant student scores produced when tested on different devices) as they have similar form factors (i.e. the way in which student uses the device to access and manipulate digital content).

However, several studies have pointed out significant differences between tablets, computers and touch screen devices such as screen size, limit of information visibility, keyboard differences; these differences can influence students’ test-taking experience and subsequently their test scores (Bridgeman, Lennon, & Jackenthal, 2003; King et al., 2011; Sandene et al., 2005). These researchers explained that differences in students’ test scores between devices may be due to factors such as screen size (e.g., 7-inch versus 15-inch) as smaller screen size may limit on-screen information visibility; or input style and method (e.g., touch screen or external keyboard).
There is limited quantitative research evidence on students’ interactions with tablets, however more qualitatively conducted research using cognitive labs and usability studies are available. A few researchers have concluded that there are no significant effects of device type (tablet vs. computer) for primary or high school students. Davis and her colleagues (2013) found no device effect (i.e. 10-inch iPad and 7-inch Google Nexus vs. computer) during their investigation using a “think-aloud” protocol (concurrent visualisation) for either 5th grade (16 males and 15 females) or high school (15 males and 17 females) students, in which students were asked to write short essays. These results are consistent with another study where K to 12 grade students were assessed on reading, writing and maths MCQ items (Olson, 2014). Similar results were reported in a more recent larger study with high school students (258 males and 224 females), which showed no observable performance differences in student test scores across devices for any content area (such as reading, maths and science) or item type (such as MCQ, TEIs, short type written response) (Davis, Kong, & McBride, 2015). However, some reading and essay items demonstrated somewhat significant differences in students’ scores between devices used in the studies (Davis et al., 2015; Sandene et al., 2005).

Most of the device comparability studies included short surveys to collate some qualitative information about students’ use and experience of different devices. Across most studies, there is a consistent pattern found in students’ use of devices – most students had some form of prior experience, either in test taking or some other uses (both inside and outside classrooms), with computers or tablets. In terms of preference, most frequently endorsed options are paper and computer, with students indicating that they prefer to use these devices as they are either more familiar or have more experience with such devices.

Qualitative results (Davis et al., 2015; Davis et al., 2013; Strain-Seymour, Craft, Davis, & Elbom, 2013; Wang et al., 2008) suggest that despite the absence of evidence for statistically significant differences in reading across different devices, reading may be an area where students may prefer to work with tablet interfaces – where it is natural to scroll with fingers instead of manipulating with other intermediary devices (e.g., mouse, stylus). Although preference of device for testing is consistent across studies, further research is required with a focus on student reading interaction (with the physical or hardware aspects) and manipulation (with the interface and test content) on touch interface (such as tablets).
to observe student performance and preference outcomes, especially while working on longer passages/reading sections. In addition, most of the research considerations were directed around 10-inch tablets to conform to current practices (PARCC, 2015b; SBAC, 2014b) of allowable device sizes for large scale assessment programs, as smaller screen sizes may interfere with performance in high stake testing situations. As schools may have already employed smaller tablets (less than 10-inch e.g. 7-inch etc.) for classroom activities, future research may need to consider student performances across a variety of tablet and touch screen devices and test these devices for usability issues.
5 Recommendations for NAPLAN Online

The critical analysis of factors important for online assessment has revealed four major points. First, san serif fonts such as Arial and Verdana are recommended over serif fonts (e.g., Times New Roman). Most studies have reported better performance in reading when online texts were presented in non-serif fonts than serif fonts. It is important to note that some san serif fonts (e.g., Verdana) were designed specifically for use on computers. As for font size, most studies of children and adults have indicated that 12- or 14-point size was good for onscreen reading; however this is dependent on readers’ age and body of text. We recommend 12- to 14-point size fonts for Years 3 and 5, and 10- to 12-point fonts for Years 7 and 9.

Second, text layout (e.g. spacing and line length) of online assessment varied across studies. Given this, it is difficult to provide definite recommendations. However, findings from previous studies suggest that, for online reading assessments, 1.5- or double-spacing may be more suitable than single-spacing, depending on the type of text. In addition, for children, shorter line length ranging from 45 to 60 characters per line is also recommended. Single and double-column formatting is preferred; three-column or multiple column texts were read the slowest and are therefore not recommended.

Third, stimulus and items for online assessments were generally presented in a left-right or top-bottom format. That is, the stimulus was presented on the left and items on the right, and vice versa; or stimulus on top of page followed by items on the bottom. There was no evidence to support the superiority of either format, and majority of online assessment programs have used both formats. Paging and scrolling were common navigation techniques used in online reading, however, research evidence surrounding the advantages and disadvantages of each technique is not conclusive.

Lastly, the literature has highlighted several distinct differences between devices (such as desktop computers and tablets) that are commonly used for assessment purposes; some of the differences include display size and input style. Variation in device features may impact how information is presented and accessed on screen which can in turn influence students’
user experience and performance. More research is still needed to examine the usability of different devices for online assessment of reading.

5.1 Display Format

Through the review of example NAPLAN paper-tests, three main types of passages or texts are identified:

i. Plain texts, with no or few add-on graphics
ii. Text with supplementing graphics that aid reading comprehension, such as photos or figures about food chain or life cycle
iii. Compare and contrast texts which are presented side by side

The recommendations and display format options for NAPLAN online will be presented based on these categories. Methods of presenting multiple-media content (e.g., a passage and a video clip or audio file) in reading assessments are also reviewed. Considerations for different age groups and device types will be discussed in each respective section/recommendation.

5.1.1 Category 1: Text only passages, some with add-on graphics

A vast variety of reading content do not require any graphics to support the text. However, it is evident from different form of texts (such as narrative, expository, document, argumentative etc.) that graphics are often added to make the content more appealing to the readers or to serve as decorative visual cues. The goal of including such graphics is to engage and motivate readers with the reading task, and to make subject matter attractive and exciting in general. Below are options for presenting text only passages online:

Option 1 – Direct transfer

Paper-based passages with add-on graphics can be directly transferred into an online environment. With this approach, the ideas of paper representation is directly imitated online – whether it be with or without background images or other form of additional graphics placed at different parts of the text. It is important to note that text presented on screen should not lie directly on images or have an image as the screen background as this may affect the readability of the text displayed. A challenge with this option is that, if paper-
based passages containing large images in the beginning of the text is transferred directly online, then there is a chance that some of the text would be hidden (page content truncated) on an online page and students would need to navigate more (page or scroll through) to view the reading contents. Moreover, direct transfer may limit viewing ability across devices and graphic colours may be difficult to convert from one form to another. This method is likely to impact reading ability when two or more passages need to be published in the same space together.

**Option 2 – Enhanced translation**

A key factor to consider when designing items (e.g. stimulus, question, and option) for online environment is the limited screen space across different devices. Complementary graphics should be utilised and placed in the correct location so that it encourages readers’ engagement rather than hinder their reading flow. For this reason, graphics format such as size, colour, contrast and resolution may need to be modified from how they appear on paper format when presented online. Graphics (plain add-ons or visual aids) should always convey the passage content/information and be placed in context. Web design guidelines should be followed for effective use of background or other graphics. Careful considerations need to be given to the types of devices used for administering online tests, and the impact that image quality or location may have on young children. Moreover, graphics format and location is also dependent on navigational layout (e.g. scrolling or paging).

### 5.1.2 Category 2: Text with graphics that aids reading comprehension

Passages are often presented with supplementing graphics or figures with meaningful purposes (e.g. figure illustrating life cycle of an animal or food chain) to aid in reading of different reading materials such as posters, ads, and flyers. In this context, the images or graphics act as visual cues to support delivery of important information or even highlight meaningful messages from texts. The following options illustrate how such graphics or multimedia elements can be presented in an online environment.

**Option 1 – Direct transfer**

To imitate reading on paper, texts displayed online will incorporate graphics, figures and diagrams in the same order and location as they would appear in the paper version of the test. Similar to paper versions, online graphics can be positioned at either the top or bottom
of text, in-line (e.g. square, tight, through) with text, and before or after (e.g. left, right, centred) a section or paragraph of the text where graphics are deemed necessary to illustrate ideas or details from the passage. Passages with graphics can be displayed in a single column or two-column text format, using either the top-down or left-right presentation format. Many studies have utilised this method to present graphical elements in a reading assessment; this may be due to its similarity to paper-based reading assessment and to students’ familiarity with this layout format. This display styles can be applied to either types of devices (i.e., computer and tablets) and for students across all age groups.

**Option 2 – Graphics as hyperlinks**

When displaying texts and graphics online, graphics can be referenced with hyperlinks (Figure 15). Students can view the images by clicking on the hyperlinks. Using hyperlinks, graphics can be placed anywhere in the passage. However, it is preferable that graphics are presented at the bottom of the page so that more text can be displayed in the screen view; this would reduce obstruction to the natural flow of reading. One advantage of this option is that the passage will not be covered or block by the image but will instead be displayed at the bottom of the page. This option is similar to what is found in books, where graphics are usually presented on the next page or in the top or bottom half of a page, rather than in between paragraphs. Alternately, diagrams or other related graphics can be presented in the text (i.e. in the paragraph for which it is relevant) as hyperlink, however, graphics appear in a pop-up window when the hyperlink is clicked (Figure 16). It should to be noted that if graphics are represented as hyperlinks, the hyperlinks should stand out or look different to the normal reading text. For example, the hyperlinks could appear in a different font, colour, size and etc.

This option can be applied to various devices without any issues. However, further testing is needed to investigate how students of different ages (e.g. primary vs. secondary school students) will engage with the task or whether students’ experience and familiarity would impact performance.
Figure 15. Graphics and figures are presented as hyperlink in text. Readers will be brought to the image or figure when they click on the hyperlink, especially in lengthy texts where graphics are placed at the bottom of the page.
Figure 16. Graphics and figures are presented as hyperlink in text. When clicked, the graphic or image will pop-up and displayed over the text. Readers can close the pop-up image by clicking on the ‘x’ on the top right hand corner of the pop-up window.

**Option 3 - Graphics as thumbnails**

A common way of rendering images on webpages is to show thumbnail preview of the images. This is a common practice when designing website as it helps reduce page loading time when dealing with multimedia contents (such as graphics, audio etc.). Reading passages can also benefit from such ideas of displaying images in an online environment. This convention is perhaps a better extension of the previous option (discussed in option 2). The images related to the text will appear in the same way as they might if presented on paper – with the difference that they would be a miniature form of the actual image (Figure 17). This will give students an idea of what the actual image may look like and they are still
able to view the image in its actual context – just in a scaled down version. Once clicked, the full version of the graphic popups with enhanced view (Figure 18). When designing reading assessments for different devices, quality of graphics will not need to be compromised because of available space – specifically the ones with smaller screen (e.g. tablet, netbooks). These characteristics can be applied to various devices and browser types and will particularly be more useful for small screen devices. Students are less likely to be affected as the view of graphics is always visible on screen. There may need to be some indication (such as using a magnifier or plus sign) that the thumbnails can be clicked to get enlarged views.

Figure 17. Graphics and figures are presented in text as miniature thumbnails.
Figure 18. Graphics and figures are presented in text as miniature thumbnails. When a thumbnail is clicked, an enlarged version of the graphic or image will be displayed over the text. Readers can close the enlarged image by clicking on the ‘x’ on the top right hand corner of the pop-up window.

5.1.3 Category 3: Compare and contrast texts and passages

The following options are recommended for presenting ‘compare and contrast’ texts and passages.

**Option 1 - Plain text transfer**

‘Compare and contrast’ passages are taken from paper-based formats and applied directly to a computer screen. To simulate reading on paper, passages can be presented side-by-side, with questions presented below the passages (Figure 19). Alternatively, passages can
be presented vertically one after another on a scrolled page, with questions presented on
the right side of the page (Figure 20). This option is feasible on both computers and tablets.
Given that tablets have smaller screen sizes compared to computers, passages and
questions may appear in smaller. However, students may use the zoom feature available on
most tablet devices to enlarge or magnify the text. Further discussion about features and
tools of each device type is presented in section 5.4.

Figure 19. Plain transfer of ‘compare-and-contrast’ paper-based text to computer using a
top-bottom display format.
Figure 20. Plain transfer of ‘compare-and-contrast’ paper-based text to computer using a left-right display format.

**Option 2 – Page tabs**

Instead of presenting two texts side by side or vertically on a scrolled page, page tabs can be used to show, hide or customise presentation of multiple texts on a page. This method was employed by the PARCC assessment (Figure 21). In the PARCC assessment, passages were presented on a scroll page on the left using page tabs, while questions were presented on the right side of the screen. It is important to note that page scrolling was only applied to the passage section and not the whole page. Students were able to switch between the passages by simply clicking on the corresponding tab. Questions on the right were always visible irrespective of which text was being read. The PARCC assessment used a left-right
presentation format using tabs to display more than one passage. Page tabs can also be used to present items in a top-bottom format (Figure 22). In this way, passages are presented on the top of a page, with tabs appearing along the right side of a page. Questions will be presented below the passages. A scroll page can be used to accommodate or include more questions. The page tab option would allow for multiple texts to be presented (i.e., not limited to two texts only) in either left-right or top-bottom formats. Although this option can be applied to a computer or tablet, younger children (e.g., Year 3 and 5 students) may not be familiar with the page tab feature. Therefore, this needs to be first tested with children across all year groups.

Figure 21. Grade 9 English language arts/Literacy practice tests from PARCC. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
Figure 22. Multiple passages presented using page tabs displayed in a top-bottom format.

**Option 3 – Bifocal display**

The bifocal display technique was discussed in a study by Farrell and Farrell (2011) where questions were presented in a readable text, and supporting graphics/diagrams were presented in a compressed/distorted format which could be maximised or minimised (see Figure 23). This technique can be adapted to display ‘compare and contrast’ passages for NAPLAN online reading assessments. Using the top-bottom (Figure 24) or left-right format (Figure 25), passages can be displayed using the bifocal display technique. Students can switch or toggle between passages to determine which passage is in focus, while the other passage(s) is still displayed on screen. This option can be applied to computers and tablets; however the user interface for this display technique will differ slightly across device (e.g., using mouse to toggle between passages vs. touch screen swiping).
Figure 23. A question displayed using the bifocal technique, where a diagram can be maximised or minimised and the question remains visible on screen although out of focus. Image taken from article by Farrell and Farelle (2011).
Figure 24. Two passages displayed on a screen using the bifocal display technique. In this example, passages and questions are presented in a top-bottom format. Passage 1 is in focus while passage 2 is still in view but in the background/not in focus.
Figure 25. Two passages displayed on a screen using the bifocal display technique. In this example, passages and questions are presented in a left-right format. Passage 1 is in focus while passage 2 is still in view but in the background/not in focus.

5.1.4 Other media

With the advancement of technology, multimedia contents can now be included as part of reading assessments. In a computer-based reading task, students may be presented with an audio recording and/or video footage with or without a text passage. Students would be expected to answer questions related to the information and content presented in those media.

Video clips were included as part of an English Language Arts/Literacy assessment in the Smarter Balanced and PARCC program (see Figures 26 and 27). In these tasks, the video was
presented on the left side of the screen, and the question (either MCQ or constructed response) was presented on the right. Students had to click play and watch the video in order to answer the corresponding question. Literacy tasks that incorporate other forms of media content (e.g., video clips) are assessing more than basic reading skills. Students need to have some level of information and communications technology (ICT) skills to successfully navigate through the online page and answer corresponding questions. Skills and content related to ICT is not within the scope of this review, and therefore will not be discussed in details.

![Sample test from the Smarter Balanced](http://sampleitems.smarterbalanced.org/itempreview/sbac/ELA.htm)

Figure 26. A sample test from the Smarter Balanced which included a video footage. No text passage was included. Screen shot taken from

[http://sampleitems.smarterbalanced.org/itempreview/sbac/ELA.htm](http://sampleitems.smarterbalanced.org/itempreview/sbac/ELA.htm)
Figure 27. A sample test from the PARCC assessment which included a video footage. A short instructional text passage was presented above the video clip. Screen shot taken from http://epat-parcc.testnav.com/client/index.html#getitem/7908

The examples illustrated in Figures 26 and 27 depend on only one type of media content – video footage. In some cases such as in the PARCC assessment for Grade 7 students, multiple media contents (i.e., text passages and video/audio clips) were used. Students were required to read multiple articles and view a video clip about a common topic, and then compare and contrast information from the multiple sources.

In the sample PARCC test presented below, the text passages and video clip were presented as page tabs. The first page tab contained a text passage titled “Energy Story” (Figure 28). The second page tab contained a video clip titled “Hands-on Science with Squishy Circuits” (Figure 29). The third page tab contained a second text passage titled “Conducting Solutions” (Figure 30). Across all three page tabs, text passages and the video clip were
presented on a scroll section on the left, while a constructed long answer item (i.e., essay) was presented on the right. This display format using page tabs would allow for multiple contents to be displayed, including multimedia contents such as video clips or audio recordings.

Figure 28. A sample test from the PARCC assessment. The first page tab contained a text passage titled “Energy Story”. Screen shot taken from http://epat-parcc.testnav.com/client/index.html#getitem/7914
Figure 29. A sample test from the PARCC assessment. The second page tab contained a video clip titled “Hands-on Science with Squishy Circuits”. Screen shot taken from http://epat-parcc.testnav.com/client/index.html#getitem/7914
Figure 30. A sample test from the PARCC assessment. The third page tab contained a text passage titled “Conducting Solutions”. http://epat-parcc.testnav.com/client/index.html#getitem/7914

Alternatively, multiple media contents can be displayed on a page as hyperlinks instead of page tabs. In one of the Assessment Research Centre’s ICT creative problem solving assessment, different types of task content and information (i.e., video collection, poem text) were presented as hyperlinks on the web page (see Figure 31). Students were able to access the contents by clicking on the hyperlinks. Contents appeared on a separate pop-up window. The window could not be re-sized or minimised, and could only be closed. To our knowledge, this display format has not been used for compare-and-contrast reading task comprising of multiple media contents (e.g., text passages and video/audio files). A possible disadvantage of this method for reading assessment is that questions and response options may get covered or blocked by the pop-up window. If so, students would need to open and
close the content window in order to view the items again. The use of this display format for compare-and-contrast reading task using multiple-media would need to be tested with school children, especially with younger students, to determine the ease of use and to examine potential impact on students’ performance.

Figure 31. A screen shot from an ICT collaborative problem solving task designed by the Assessment Research Centre. Students had the option of accessing information contents by clicking the hyperlinks (in blue) displayed below the question. Screen shot taken from http://arc-assessment.com

5.2 Item Types

Traditionally, paper-based assessments have included multiple choice questions (MCQ) or constructed response items. However, in online assessments, technology-enhanced items such as drag and drop were used in addition to MCQ and constructed response items. In the following section, we review and discuss the different options found in currently available
online assessment tools and programs. We also provide further suggestion and recommendation of item types in relation to NAPLAN reading assessments.

5.2.1 Drop-down List
Three main types of questions from the NAPLAN paper test were identified: multiple choice questions (MCQ), constructed response items and order or sequence of event. All three types of items can be easily presented on screen using the formats explained and illustrated in section 5.1. However, for order-of-event type items, students would be required to type in the numbers using a keyboard on a desktop computer or tablet (built-in or external keyboard). Research studies have revealed that some students had difficulty bringing up the built-in numeric keypad on tablets (Davis et al., 2015). To resolve this, an alternative method to consider is to use a drop-down menu or list containing number options. A drop-down button could be placed on the side of each answer box (Figure 32). To reveal a list of number options, students would click on the grey downward arrow. Students will then be able to click and select the correct number option using a mouse instead of a keyboard. Nevertheless, the usability of this method should be tested with primary and secondary school children.

5.2.2 Drag and Drop Items
Drag and drop items contain “draggers” and “drop bays”. Students respond to a question by moving an answer option (also referred as “draggers”) to a “drop bay” displayed on the screen. This feature can be used on both computers and tablets.

The drag and drop technique can also be used in cloze passages, where students can drag the correct words into the designated blank space to replace missing words. Likewise, sequence or order of events type questions can be answered using the drag and drop technique; an example of this was found in the sample PARCC assessment (Figure 33). This eliminates the need for students to type in their responses.
Figure 32. An example of a drop-down menu style for questions that require students to order a list of events.
Figure 33. A sample test from PARCC which used drag and drop to list the sequence or order of a story. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/

5.2.3 Click and Select or Select and Highlight Answers

Instead of typing responses using the keyboard, students could “click and select” or “select and highlight” sections of texts to indicate their answer(s). Apart from texts or phrases, the click and select method can also be applied to objects and graphics, or sections of an online page. The click and select method was used in the PARCC assessment as shown in Figure 34. In this example, the students were asked to select three excerpts from paragraphs 34-42 that best supported the answer to the previous question. In the passage, paragraphs 37-42 were already highlighted in light blue. Students were only required to click on sentences to indicate their answers. Sentences appeared in yellow once it had been clicked. It is important to note that, in the PARCC assessment, many questions made reference to a specific paragraph (e.g., “In paragraph 4, what is the meaning of the phrase ... ?”). Therefore, the paragraphs were numbered to help students identify corresponding paragraphs more quickly. This consideration should be taken into account if NAPLAN questions include reference to a specific paragraph.
Figure 34. An example of a “click and select” item response type. Part B of the question required students to select three excerpts from paragraphs 37-42. Paragraphs 37-42 appeared in blue highlight while the three selected texts or excerpts appeared in yellow. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/

5.2.4 Hot Spot Items

A hot spot item is a technology-enhanced item type that allows students to click on one or multiple areas on an image to indicate their answer (see Figures 35 and 36). To date, this item type is less commonly found in online assessment compared to “drag and drop” or “click and select”. This may be due to its scoring difficulty especially when more than one correct answer options is available.
Figure 35. In this example, students were asked to indicate the location of the auditory canal on a diagram of the ear. The answer options are displayed in different colours. Sample retrieved from https://articulate-heroes.s3.amazonaws.com/stories/articulate-community/jeanette/Hotspot/PublishedSample/quiz.html.
Figure 36. In this example, students were asked to indicate the location of Lake Superior on a map. Sample retrieved from:

5.3 Navigation options

Navigation refers to the process of traversing through a network of information resources on the interface layout. The way information is organised on paper and on screen may be quite different, and the way online content is arranged may affect how students navigate and interpret assessment contents. Presentation layout involving navigation methods such as scrolling and paging, and other innovative methods are discussed below.

5.3.1 Progress Bar

A progress bar is a helpful element to help readers’ visualise their progress on a task, especially when the scope of the task is unknown. In an online environment, such control gives readers an idea of how far along they have come or how much more is left to be completed; this is somewhat similar to page numbers in a paper-based test which gives readers an indication of content location in context of the whole book. Several options of the progress bar are presented below:

Option 1 – Percentage marker

A percentage marker progress bar uses some indicator such motion or percentage-completed to show that progress is taking place. Such a progress bar gives readers an idea of how much of the total task has been completed and how much is left. However, it fails to indicate which subtasks or sections in the task are completed and which ones are not. Many online surveys and assessments use this type of progress bar (on the top or bottom of the page) to show test progress (see Figure 37). If this type of control is used for online assessment, students will only know what percentage of items they have completed and what proportion is left, but will not know which items they have attempted or not. This is not very helpful for students as they would not know which item they need to review or which unattempted items were left out intentionally or by mistake. Students would need to go through each item in the assessment to identify items that were unattempted.
Figure 37. Example of a progress bar with test progress percentage information (indicated by a green bar presented above the question) found in a Verbal Aptitude Test by the Institute of Psychometric Coaching. Screen shot taken from http://www.psychometricinstitute.com.au/test-area-free.asp?testID=13

Option 2 – Item panel

An item panel is a more sophisticated version of a progress bar. Item panels are becoming increasingly popular and frequently utilised in online assessments. This concept utilises the web technology to display a range of information at once about the assessment being undertaken. The item numbers usually appear in sequence and displayed as a progress bar, where each numbered button can be clicked to directly go to that item (works like a review option) and the numbered buttons changes colour to indicate whether items have been attempted (see Figure 38). This type of progress bar design is likely to be more useful to students as it gives them a brief overview of their progress on the assessment. In addition, students can easily identify unattempted items and access those items directly as needed. The panel also gives an indication of how many total items there are in an assessment, allowing students to allocate their time for the task as they see fit. The progress bar with the item panel can appear at the top, bottom or side (e.g. see Figure 39) of a page on screen.
Figure 38. Example of an item panel progress bar in a Numerical Reasoning test designed by the Practice Aptitude Tests. Screen shot taken from http://www.practiceaptitudetests.com/numerical-reasoning-tests/
Figure 39. Example of progress bar with item panel and review options as used in a study by Dolan, Hall, Banerjee, Chun & Strangman (2005).

**Option 3 – Popup console**

The idea and design of a progress indicator as a popup console is very similar to the item panel option. Unlike the usual progress bar which is permanently placed on the screen, a popup console progress bar can be displayed at the user’s discretion (i.e. the popup console can be opened or closed) (see Figures 40 and 41; screen shots taken from https://www.scrum.org/Assessments/Open-Assessments/Scrum-Open-Assessment). Once view capability is expanded, test takers would be able to see items that have been completed and would be able to go directly to any unanswered items.
Figure 40. Example of a popup console as suggested by the Scrum.org organisation for designing tests. In this screen shot, the pop-up console is minimised, a hyperlink titled “Display previously viewed questions” is presented below the question.
Figure 41. Example of a popup console as suggested by the Scrum.org organisation for designing tests. In this screen shot, the pop-up console is opened by clicking on the hyperlink titled “Display previously viewed questions”. A list of preceding questions is displayed. Test-takers can access specific items directly by clicking the item number.
5.3.2 Scrolling

Scrolling is a common navigation method; it allows texts to be moved up and down a screen smoothly by a fixed increment to reveal content that is out of view. Different ideas of scrolling are discussed here.

**Whole page scrolling**

With whole page scrolling, online passages are presented as a single block of text. The passage will be published in its entirety and readers will need to scroll up or down to manipulate the view of the text. A passage with all its corresponding items/questions can appear on the page at the same time (i.e. passage at the beginning and all items at the end of the page or passage on the left and all items on the right of the page). Alternatively, the passage can be presented on screen with one corresponding item at a time (i.e. passage at the beginning and one item at the end of the page or passage on the left and one item on the right of the page). Many testing organisations and research studies (e.g. Online PAT-R test) use either of these two options (see Figure 42). This scrolling technique may be easier to manipulate by those who are more familiar with technology, that is, novice users may find it difficult to navigate through a page using whole page scrolling. Moreover, the navigational experience of scrolling on different devices can vary a lot – scrolling on tablets can be perceived easier compared to computers, as tablets allow scrolling with fingers which is faster and a natural process. This scrolling feature with its various positional cues provides readers with limited information about the location of text contents. At the same time, whole page scrolling may disrupt users’ mental model of the spatial layout of onscreen content (i.e. structural representation of the text).
Figure 42. Example of the Online PAT-R test item design by ACER with whole page scrolling – passage on the left and one item on the right of the screen. Screen shot taken from http://www.acer.edu.au/oars/tests-available

**Section Scrolling**

In a whole page scrolling environment (i.e. whole window or screen), readers have to scroll to make text move through a display window. To eliminate issues related to whole page scrolling, assessment content can be presented in sections. Using this method, passages or texts are presented on a scrolled page (either on the left or right, or on the top half of a page), and the questions with response options can be presented on the other side and remain fixed on the page. The items/questions remain static in the same position and students will only scroll the passage section (see examples in Figures 43 to 45). This will enable students to refer to the questions and text at the same time and not loose concentration when searching for information. The question and response options would remain in view for the students to evaluate. The advantages of this method are quite similar to that of dynamic text option mentioned in section 5.3.4, but are less likely to be impacted by students’ familiarity with technology. Many research studies and large scale assessments (e.g. PARCC, SBAC) utilise this method for reading comprehension tests. Some researchers have also suggested providing page-up and page-down buttons instead of a vertical scroll...
bar to reduce any interference which may affect younger students (Choi & Tinkler, 2002; Piolat et al., 1997).

Figure 43. Example of a section scrolling layout used in a reading assessment, designed for a research study by Higgins et al. (2005).
Figure 44. Section scrolling layout design used in a PARCC reading assessments. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
5.3.3 Pagination

Paging or pagination is the facility to move the text up or down in complete screen sections; this is analogous to turning pages with books or paper documents. For reading assessment, the passage is broken into subsections and each subsection is presented as a single block of text on a page. Passages and items are usually presented in section, where the passage would appear on the left or top using paging and the items would be laid out respectively on the right or bottom (i.e. one item at a time or multiple items together). However, pagination can be used to provide two separate views, one representing detailed content of the area that is in focus and another to show the overall context of that representation.

Researchers have argued that paginated interface is unrelated to the amount of text being presented at once, thus it may appear to provide the structural stability of the page-by-page presentation. Literature suggests that although scrolling mechanism was most frequently used, novices tend to prefer paging perhaps due to its similarity to reading a book in paper form. Such findings are not surprising considering the advantages that pagination can
Pagination allows a passage to be separated into comprehensible pieces while at the same time provides an overview of the interconnections between these pieces. Additionally, in various research experiments, it was found that to some degree pagination helped people to read complex texts faster and also to process them more efficiently (i.e. a positive effect on information processing). This is more likely as it helps readers focus on the gist of the text. Furthermore, pagination is likely to increase the understanding of material that requires sustained attention over a period of time. However, even with the paging type of display, readers have a less accurate idea about the vertical position of any information in the text. The only indication about where in the text the current display is located is usually given by the page number or some other form of numbering mechanism. Nonetheless, it is one of the most preferred methods cited in the literature. Many research studies and large scale assessments (e.g. PISA) utilise this format for reading comprehension test (see Figures 46 to 48).

Figure 46. Example of pagination layout for reading items found in a research study by Higgins et al. (2005).
Figure 47. Pagination layout proposed for PISA online reading assessments. To move through pages, students can click on the folded corner of the page. Image taken the PISA draft reading framework article (OECD, 2013).
5.3.4 Innovative options

**Option 1 – Dynamic Text**

On a scrolled page, only some part of the page is in view, while other contents are hidden from view. Scrolling a whole page can disrupt a student’s ability to locate information asked in the question and to find a reference of it from the passage – this issue is more visible with lengthy texts. Scrolling through the text to find a particular piece of information can be slow, especially if the desired information is far from the current location. For example, if the passage and questions are presented side-by-side on a scrolled page, the student may scroll through to the bottom of the passage but the question is located on the top of the page (interface designed with items on the right and passage on the left). Similarly, students may be reading the beginning of a text passage but the questions appear at the bottom of the page (interface designed with items on the bottom and passage on the top). This layout may impact on their ability to relate questions to information from the passage. To improve reading flow and to eliminate any issues related to spatial mental representation of the text, a new and innovative approach can be used – we term this as *dynamic text*. 

--- L’ensemble du Mont Saint-Michel ---

Il y a dix mille ans, le niveau des mers se situait cinquante mètres plus bas et le Mont Saint-Michel sera très loin à l’intérieur des terres. Le fonte des glaciers a entraîné une montée progressive des eaux qui ont peu à peu envahi baies du les littoral. Le Mont Saint-Michel n’est alors retrouvé entouré d’eau.


Figure 48. Example of pagination layout for reading items utilised in a research study by Piolat et al. (1997). Each page is displayed as a thumbnail on the right side.
The idea of dynamic text in assessment is consistent with some webpage design where some parts of the page contents (such as ads, links, contact us, live chat invitation for service related sites etc.) are presented such that regardless of the reader’s scroll position in the page, those elements will appear – as though they are “following” readers during their scroll navigation. Please see http://www.vodafone.com.au/personal for the concept and idea of dynamic text. On this web page, a “Hot Offers” tab appears on the right side next to the scroll bar. This tab remains in view and is fixed on screen regardless of the reader’s scrolling behaviour.

This concept can be applied to an assessment context, where the dynamic element (e.g., “Hot Offers” tab) can be the item itself (i.e. the questions and options). This approach will allow the entire screen space to be used for displaying the stimulus (i.e., text passage). The dynamic element containing the question and response options could be presented in three different formats: (i) a dynamic text box with questions and response options which is fixed on the screen (Option 1), (ii) a dynamic text box with can be moved around the screen (Option 2), and (iii) a pop-up window/tab which can be minimised and maximised (Option 3; i.e., similar to the Vodafone “Hot Offers” tab, except that clicking the tab/link would not bring readers to a different page).

In Option 1, the dynamic text box remains in the same location regardless of readers’ scroll position on a page (see examples in Figure 49). The question and response options (in the case of a MCQ item) are visible and are presented within the text box.

In Option 2, the same presentation format from Option 1 is adopted. However, the text box can be moved to different locations or parts of the screen (similar to example from the Jetstar web page: http://www.jetstar.com/au/en/home, shown in Figure 50).

In Option 3, a pop-up window/tab is presented on the right, next to the scroll bar (similar position as the “Hot Offers” tab on the Vodafone web page). When this tab is clicked, the question and response options will be displayed on a pop-up window appearing next to the passage. This window can be minimised or maximised (see example in Figure 51). Using these dynamic text options would ensure that the passage and questions are presented on the same viewing screen – this would allow students to refer to the passage and questions at the same time.
These options are considered enhanced and innovative methods of presenting assessment content. They can be applied across devices, and can be implemented with whole page scrolling interface, or paging/pagination methods. However, it remains to be investigated whether such a novel way of presenting assessment content may disrupt the reading process and impact on students’ reading performance.

**Option 2 – Interactive Text**

There are various presentation and storytelling tool (e.g., Prezi) available online for presenting ideas on a virtual canvas. Using web technologies, information on screen can be presented in new and innovative ways. For instance, presentation ideas from Prezi-like software could be built into assessment platforms to present complex and lengthy documents – we term this as *interactive text*.

With this technique, all information (i.e. a passage and a question) will be presented on the screen at once. This will give participants a perspective of the entire assessment. The in-built mechanism allows user to zoom in and out of the presented content (including rotate and resize the page content) – allowing users to display, view and navigate through information (i.e. smaller or bigger pieces of text) at their own pace (see [https://prezi.com/](https://prezi.com/)). Such presentation method is likely to eliminate issues related to lengthy text presentation on smaller screens. The concept could be applied to the passage and/or item sections. However, applying this concept to items and questions may be less suitable as younger children may not know how to navigate through the page or access the questions; it is better to leave questions/items in full view. This presentation method is novel and unconventional in online assessments compared to traditional ways of presenting texts and items. Therefore, before implementing this concept to an online assessment platform, this idea will need to be investigated to determine whether this presentation and navigation format would affect students’ test performance.
Figure 49. Screen shots from Jetstar web page. A dynamic text box ("Ask Jess") appears on the right side of the screen, next to the scroll bar. The location of this text box remains the same even when page is scrolled up or down.
Figure 50. In this screen shot, the dynamic text box (“Ask Jess”) is moved to the left side. This text box can be moved and placed in any parts of the screen.

Figure 51. The dynamic text box (“Ask Jess”) is maximised, allowing users to type in their questions to Jess. This concept can be used for online reading assessment, for multiple choice questions and constructed responses. The text box can be minimised and moved to different part of the screen.
5.4 Reading Tools

Many software applications and web browsers have included tools to make reading on screen easier. These vary from tools such as highlighter, tools to enlarge the text size or option to change background colour. Some online assessment programs such as the PARCC have also incorporated tools such as a line reader, highlighter and flag tool in their tests to assist students with test-taking. In the following section, we provide details of onscreen reading tools that are currently used in national or international online assessment programs.

5.4.1 Highlighter

The use of highlighter on screen is similar to highlighting on paper. On a computer, readers will first select a section of text using the mouse cursor. The text will immediately be highlighted in the predetermined colour. Alternatively, some highlight tools such as the one found in PARCC assessment (see Figure 52) allow readers to select the colour of a highlight.

Figure 52. The highlight tool in PARCC reading assessment allows readers to choose the highlight colour. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
5.4.2 Line Reader

A line reader can be used to help guide the reader’s eyes, especially when reading long documents on screen. Using a line reader would help readers to follow through sentences in between lines and reduce errors such as accidentally skipping or repeating lines when reading. A line reader is usually a horizontal line (similar to a ruler) that is placed below a sentence. The PARCC assessment incorporated a line reader in their tests; however the design of their line reader looked more like a reading window than the conventional horizontal line (Figure 53). Readers could adjust the size of the line reader, “reading window” (i.e., space where text you want to read is displayed) and also the “viewing pane” (i.e., space below the reading window) (Figure 54). The usability of a line reader, including the different designs (e.g., horizontal line vs. reading window) should be tested on different devices and with children of different ages.

Figure 53. A line reader from the PARCC reading assessment. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
5.4.3 Magnifying Tools

There are three ways to magnify or enlarge texts in a passage. The first option is to use a magnifier which is placed over a section of text to enlarge the words. This simulates reading with a magnifier in the real-life context. An example of the magnifying tool from PARCC is presented in Figure 55. The second option is to allow readers to choose different font size options, such as small, medium or large text. This feature is commonly found on websites and e-readers (Figure 56). This option may affect the layout and presentation of passages and graphics, especially on smaller devices such as a tablet. The third option is to include an expandable passage section, as illustrated in a sample test from Smarter Balanced (Figure 57). When the passage section is expanded, the text is displayed on more than half of the screen and thus accommodating most of the text passage. In this view, students will not have to scroll as much when reading. The only disadvantage of using the expanded view is that the question becomes hidden and is no longer in view together with the passage. All
three options should be tested across devices, and the usefulness and usability of these magnifying tools for online assessment purposes should be carefully examined.

Figure 55. A square-shaped magnifier is applied to a paragraph in the PARCC assessment.

Figure 56. An example of text size selection found on an E-reader. Image taken from http://g-ecx.images-amazon.com/images/G/01/kindle/tequila/dp/KT-df-03._V166940136_.jpg
Dendrimers in the Sky

[Embedded graphic of dendrimers and a sky with stars]

Dendrimers are the only objects that glitter in the dark night sky. Scientists have discovered that dendrimers are plentiful in outer space. Some of these space dendrimers are called "nanodiamonds" because they are incredibly small. A nanodiamond is smaller than a grain of sugar—the size of the diameter of a nanodiameter is microns or less. Other dendrimers are larger—the size of whole planets—while some may exist in liquid or frozen form. Dendrimers are so small that they can exist in our solar system's space, where they are possibly too large for our imaginations to form. The heat and pressure cause the carbon atoms to become a dense, crystalline structure. Theoretically, a superhuman could create a diamond by simply squeezing carbon in his fists. In practice, however, it remains unknown whether or not such diamonds are formed in outer space.

In space, dendrimers are born more quickly. Scientists believe space dendrimers often crystallize in a matter of minutes or even seconds. When dust grains containing carbon sear through the outer fringes of the asteroid belt, their shock waves release an expanding star, which compresses carbon dust into a diamond.

In the 1990s, geologists discovered microscopic dendrimers embedded in meteorites that had fallen out of the sky. Some of the same chemistry as natural diamonds found on Earth. Scientists believe these dendrimers were created when meteorites collided with the outer solar system. Other dendrimers found inside meteorites, however, contain a mixture of xenon gas and dust in a loose, outer space. These dendrimers are small enough to be visible only with the aid of a microscope. When diamond dust was found in a meteorite, it appeared to be a rare phenomenon. Scientists are now curious about the origin of these dendrimers and the conditions that led to their formation.

In the past, scientists have speculated about the origin of diamonds in meteorites. They believed that diamonds were formed when meteorites collided with the outer solar system. However, no one has been able to confirm this theory. Scientists are now looking to dendrimers as a possible source of diamond dust in outer space. If dendrimers are the source of diamond dust, it could have important implications for our understanding of the formation of diamonds.
5.4.4 Flag Tool

The flag tool serves as a reminder for students to return to a question or item. This is likened to placing a ‘Post-it’ note on a page when reading on paper. Online assessment programs such as PARCC and Smarter Balanced have included the flag tool in their tests (see Figures 58 and 59).

Figure 58. An example item from Smarter Balanced; the flag icon is placed on the top right corner above the instructions. Screen shot taken from http://www.smarterbalanced.org/sample-items-and-performance-tasks/
5.4.5 Review Tool

The review table presents a list of questions with indicators of whether the question has been viewed, answered or flagged. Generally, readers are able to go directly to specific questions by clicking on the item in the review table. The review table is typically presented at the end of the assessment (i.e., after all passages and items are viewed). To ensure that students have answered all questions from a passage before moving to the next passage, the review table could also be placed after each passage instead of at the end of the assessment or test. The ability to amend answers on the review page(s) would also help reduce the time spent on moving back and forth between pages of a test. Alternatively, students can click on the corresponding ‘View’ button to go directly to a specific item. Figure 60 presents an example of a review table from the PARCC assessment.
Figure 60. A review table with indicators of whether items have been answered, flagged or viewed. To go directly to a specific question, students can click on the corresponding ‘View’ button on the far right column. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/

5.4.6 Answer Eliminator and Selection Indicator

A tool that may help students with answering multiple choice questions (MCQ) is the answer eliminator. To simulate reading on paper, students will be able to eliminate or cross out answers that they think or know are incorrect. An example of the answer eliminator can be seen in the PARCC reading assessments (Figure 61). In addition, the answer option that a student has selected could appear in a different colour, be highlighted or presented with a border or box (see Figure 62) so that it is clear and visible to the student. This tool, also known as a selection indicator, is only useful for certain types of questions such as multiple choice items, but not constructed response items or drag-and-drop items.
Figure 61. The answer eliminator in PARCC is displayed as a red cross over one or more MCQ response options. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/
Figure 62. A screen shot of a question section from Smarter Balanced assessment. The chosen answer (option B) is shaded and presented with a border/box around it. Screen shot taken from http://www.smarterbalanced.org/sample-items-and-performance-tasks/

5.4.7 Notepad
To allow students to make notes, a notepad could be included, such as the one found in the PARCC assessment (Figure 63). This notepad appeared as a separate pop-up window, and could be close and re-open at any time. It had an auto-save feature; all written notes were saved automatically without having to click on any ‘Save’ button. This auto-save notepad will be very useful to include as it allows students to make notes, just as they would when reading on paper.
Figure 63. A pop-up notepad featured in a PARCC online assessment. Screen shot taken from http://parcc.pearson.com/practice-tests/english/

5.5 Summary of recommendations

Recommendations for NAPLAN online are summarised in Table 2. A list of factors and questions to consider is also included in Table 2. Many of these recommendations were adapted from other online assessment tools, while some recommendations were generated using ideas from other online tools or web pages. All recommendations should be tested and trialled with children from Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 using NAPLAN reading materials, and across different devices such as desktop computers and tablets.
### Table 2

**Summary of recommendations for NAPLAN online**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Things to consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Display format</td>
<td>Text only passages, some with add-on graphics</td>
<td>- Length of text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Position of add-on or supporting graphics especially if thumbnails and hyperlinks are used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text with supporting graphic</td>
<td>- Quality of graphics/image (e.g., size, colour, resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- The use of graphics as background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Would this affect the readability of texts?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Devices with varying screen space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare and contrast texts</td>
<td></td>
<td>- The ease of reading text displayed side by side or in page tabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Are students able to read and navigate between texts and items presented on the screen?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Placement of graphics within compare-and-contrast texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- The feasibility of bifocal display for presenting compare-and-contrast texts, especially on smaller screen sizes, and with touch-screen interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- What are the benefits of using bifocal display to present multiple passages or compare-and-contrast texts?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Is this method feasible on smaller devices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Are there any differences in performance or useability when bifocal display is presented with a touch-screen interface versus using a mouse?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple media content</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Placement of multimedia content (e.g., video clip, audio recording).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Are pop-up hyperlinks useful for displaying multiple media contents?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Do they obstruct the view of the items/questions displayed on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Things to consider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility of media content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Is Internet access required to access the media content?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item types</td>
<td>Drop-down list</td>
<td>Are the drop-down list/menu and drag-and drop items easy to use across all devices?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drag-and-drop items</td>
<td>Are these methods suitable to use when there are many options in the drop-down menu or many items to drag?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Click-and-select or Select-and-highlight</td>
<td>Can these methods be applied to different answer options (e.g., words, paragraphs, graphics and etc.)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inclusion of selection indicator to make students’ selection (i.e., selected answer) more salient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colour of highlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hot spot items</td>
<td>How could hot spot items be used in an online reading assessment context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation layout</td>
<td>Progress bar</td>
<td>Position of the progress bar (e.g., top or bottom of page) in relation to text passages and items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o The position of the progress bar would be influenced by navigation method (i.e., paging vs. scrolling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Type of progress bar (e.g., percentage bar vs. item panel vs. pop-up console)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Features and information included in the progress bar:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Can students review and access a particular item directly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o Would students be able to tell which items have been answered or viewed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>Things to consider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Scrolling and paging | • Navigation methods: whole page scrolling vs. section scrolling vs. paging  
 o This would depend on the length and number of texts/passage, number of items (questions) displayed on each page, and device type. |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
| Innovative options: | • Dynamic text  
 • Interactive text | • To our knowledge, these options have not been used before in an online assessment. Therefore, careful consideration and further testing will need to be conducted to examine the feasibility and usefulness of utilising dynamic text and interactive text concepts in reading assessments.                                                                                     |
| Reading tools     | Highlighter                                           | • Option to select highlight colour                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
|                   | Line reader                                           | • Size of line reader  
 o Can the size be adjusted?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         |
|                   | Magnifying tools:  
 o Magnifier (to simulate using a magnifying glass)  
 o Different text size options (e.g., small, medium, large)  
 o Expanded passage section | • Do students find these tools useful?  
 o Is the tool (e.g., a notepad) needed in a reading task?  
 o Is the tool easy to operate (e.g., option to activate and de-activate the magnifier or answer eliminator)?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
|                   | Flag tool                                             | • Placement of tool  
 o Is the tool icon easy to locate on the screen?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |
|                   | Review tool                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
|                   | Answer eliminator and Selection indicator             |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
|                   | Notepad                                               |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          |
6 Cognitive Interviews

In the context of generating assessment tasks or items that reflect an identified construct, it is necessary to ensure that the items do in fact target that construct. There are several processes which can be implemented to provide supporting evidence of this, prior to piloting of the items and analysis of test data. In this section, we consider in particular, ‘think-aloud’ methods such as cognitive interviews that are used in the early stages of test development to identify design issues in large scale assessment (Johnstone, Bottsford-Miller, & Thompson, 2006). The methods enable investigation of the mental, or cognitive, processes used by examinees when completing a task and responding to test items (R. P. Dolan, Goodman, Strain-Seymour, Adams, & Sethuraman, 2011). Consequently, they can detect issues related to unclear constructs, instructions and items (e.g. Items that are too difficult, repeatedly answered incorrectly, left incomplete or omitted) as well as misunderstood language, and illegible text or graphics that result in incorrect responses or bias (Zucker, 2004). Various organisations have conducted cognitive interviews (also called cognitive laboratories [labs] and/or field tests) (Griffin & Care, 2015; PARCC, 2014a; SBAC, 2014a; Zucker, Sassman, & Case, 2004) for large scale assessment test development and/or to compare paper based assessments with computer based assessments. As well as cognitive interviews, two other processes - concept checks and logistic checks - are briefly outlined.

Cognitive interviews are used primarily to answer the following questions:

- What are the students’ and teachers’ perceptions of and reactions to new items?
- What are the cognitive processes employed by students while responding to these items, and are these the processes aligned with the intended constructs?
- How do the cognitive processes employed by students when responding to innovative items compare to the processes used while responding to corresponding traditional items?
- Are there usability issues that impact on how students interact with innovative items and to what degree is usability issues a potential source of construct-irrelevant variance?
There are two associated processes which can usefully be undertaken to complement cognitive interviews with students. These comprise engagement with teachers of the targeted student population (‘concept check’), prior to presentation of new tasks in their beta versions to students; and engagement with test administrators and IT coordinators in schools post piloting of tasks with students (‘logistics check’). These processes are described here within the sequence in which they would normally occur.

6.1 Concept check

In this discussion, ‘concept check’ refers to a process of checking whether assessment tasks or items appear to be accessing the targeted skills. The process is akin to the establishment of face validity. Do the tasks look as though they sample the skills from the viewpoint of those who will be responsible for assessing and teaching the skills? The approach could be beneficial in this current project on reading assessments on an online platform.

6.1.1 Task Concept Check Example

The international ATC21s project aimed to establish new forms of assessment for 21st century skills (e.g. collaboration and digital literacy) to support teachers in assessment and learning by providing accurate information about students’ skill levels. The assessments were developed for an online platform, and due to the innovative nature of the task design and presentation, task concept checks were conducted with teachers to ascertain whether the assessment task concepts appeared reasonable to teachers in schools.

Researchers took alpha versions of tasks out to schools for the purpose of task concept checks. The sessions involved describing the skill set of interest to the teachers, and demonstrating the tasks being designed for student use. The teachers were asked whether the assessment tasks would:

- be appropriate for students in terms of prerequisite knowledge
- be appropriate for students in terms of socio-cultural context
- require different amounts of time for students
- differentiate between students
- engage students.
In addition, the following questions were asked of teachers:

- What skills or capabilities do you think the tasks are targeting?
- Considering the capabilities of your students, are there any questions or activities that appear too far above or too far below the general range of their capabilities?
- What other comments do you have about the task?

Following this exercise, modifications were made to the tasks, as well as consideration being given to the appropriateness of the age range targeted. The learning from this process was not to go too far with development of innovative tasks before engaging in this task concept check process. Face validation of the concepts with teachers is a critical step.

### 6.2 Cognitive Interviews

Typically, a cognitive interview consists of an interviewer administering items to a student in one-on-one sessions. There are two types of cognitive interviews. The first is the concurrent oral report (i.e. participants share thoughts with the interviewer as they complete a task) while the other is the retrospective oral report (i.e. participants share thoughts with the interviewer immediately after completing the task) (Zucker, 2004). Retrospective oral reports are typically used for the lower-grade-level students (K–3). Research has found that both are useful. The primary issue in the concurrent type lies in the cognitive load on the student when required to verbalise thought processes while engaging with the task, that is, the multi-tasking. This can be particularly an issue with younger children. The disadvantage of the retrospective report is the loss of information about processes that can occur as a result of the time delay, and is dependent on the skills and knowledge of the interviewer to an even greater extent than in the concurrent implementation. Notwithstanding, the retrospective oral report can help clarify the processes and responses, and provide additional information about test performance (Dolan et al., 2011). Participants need to be representative of the population that the assessment will be administered to subsequently (Johnstone et al., 2006). There is no point in having ‘expert groups’ simulate the test-taking process, since their familiarity with the concepts underlying the tasks prevents their bringing a naïve eye to the process.
Data collection and analysis processes are time-intensive and therefore hinder the use of large samples (Dolan et al., 2011). At the same time, the nature of the activity negates the need for large samples. The process basically encapsulates an audit of a respondent’s cognitive and affective processes and responses in the interaction with the task.

6.2.1 Cognitive Interviews with Students – Concurrent Report

For cognitive interviews, a protocol is carefully designed to guide interviewers in eliciting and recording student responses accurately. The purpose of the interviews is to check the assessment tasks and ensure that they had the capacity to elicit evidence of the required skillsets from students (Griffin & Care, 2015). When starting the interview, participants are given a brief introduction to the purposes of the session (i.e. that it is on the test items, how the respondent functioned and reacted, as opposed to the correctness or quality of their answers) and an overview of the test environment and interview process. In addition to the protocol, a cognitive interview booklet is developed to guide the interviewer’s record of observed behavioural data according to the protocol and can include checklists of the possible behaviours that the student could demonstrate while responding to an item. Observers are provided with different lists of behaviours to audit depending on which skillset is being observed. An example of some guidelines for completing checklists is presented below, and a checklist component of a cognitive interview is shown in Table 3.

Guidelines for completing checklist:

- Record the date, time, location and duration of the cog lab in the ‘Notes ‘section. Also the number of participating students (by first name) alongside their logins (e.g. [specific login]) in the designated section.
- Record the nature and duration of any technical or connectivity issues you encounter, as well as the approach you (or the student) took to fixing them.
- If possible, record the upload and download statistics for each student for the duration of their interaction with the task.
- Where applicable, select Yes or No against each of the student actions specified by colouring the appropriate box green (e.g. Y☐).
• Ensure that any comments you make about a student’s interaction with a particular page of the task are inserted in the appropriate comment box and identified using the student’s login.
• Comments or observations of a general nature can be appended to the end of the template document.

Table 3
An example of component checklist for cognitive interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions Taken</th>
<th>Login ID 1</th>
<th>Login ID 2</th>
<th>Login ID 3</th>
<th>Login ID 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Click links to definitions of Mood and Meaning</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of radio buttons</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy / paste poem</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move poem</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use mapping tools (hand, pen / arrow, text / label, bubble)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use recycling bin (if required)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add ideas</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect ideas</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teach Aid</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability Issues</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the concurrent oral report, interviewers are expected to prompt students strategically for simultaneous commentary, to minimise distractions during the completion of the task, or inadvertently leading a student to a particular problem solving approach (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Interviewers are trained to avoid influencing the student’s response through verbal or visual cues, such as offering assistance or indicating whether the student’s response was correct. They are expected to use neutral prompts in cases where the student stop verbalizing. A typical question would be “What are you thinking now?” Different sequences of questions may be asked when students are observed to be taking
both expected and unexpected paths through task solution. In order to obtain the richest information possible from the students in the ATC21s project, interviewers used the following points as a guide during the test administration:

- Sit near the student but not in their personal space
- If the student is silent for more than a few seconds, prompt with “Keep talking” or “What’s happening?”
- Be sure that the student is actually entering her/his responses and/or taking action, not just talking, in which case prompt with “Please enter your response”;
- If the student is having trouble entering responses and talking simultaneously, have the student talk first and then enter her/his responses.
- Be attentive with body language by head-nodding and occasional, non-evaluative comments in response to students.
- Do NOT tell the student if s/he is getting an answer right or wrong.
- Do NOT tell the student if s/he is doing well/poorly on the activity.
- Do NOT show bias for certain tasks, items or item formats (e.g., do not say anything like, “This is not a very good problem” or “Problems like these don’t test many skills”).

For this stage of item/test development, it is important to identify the degree to which students of different abilities interact with the task. Students are asked to complete each item, thinking aloud as they work through the task, while the interviewer records observations on the student’s behaviour in the booklet. Interviewers are expected to take detailed notes of the participant’s interactions with the items. Where possible, they need to record which steps were taken and the order these steps took place. Interviewers also need to be aware of the different user interface elements (e.g., drag-and-drop tool, highlighter tool) listed for each item, and the degree to which a student could interact with the elements as intended, detailing each student-element interaction when appropriate. Observations can include noting if the student:
• Shows engagement with the task
• Shows frustration with the task
• Shows signs of enjoyment in the task
• Shares any reasoning for their actions
• Takes a systematic approach to solving the problem
• Completes the tasks
• Were there Usability Issues (specify)?

Questions that can be asked include:

• Did you know how to answer the question?
• Were you clear what you were being asked?
• What features of the item made it easy to use or difficult to use?
• Have you ever seen an item like this?
• Did you like working on this item? Why or why not?
• What would make this item easier to use?
• How does this item compare to items that you typically see on a test?

6.2.2 Cognitive Interviews with Students – Retrospective Report

After the students report that they have completed an item, the interviewer may guide a retrospective oral report from the student through a series of probing questions related to the students’ experiences and/or interactions with the specific features of the item (e.g. student is encouraged to elaborate on challenges of aspects of an item in terms of content or usability). Therefore, the interview booklet may include questions to be asked of the student immediately after he or she completes the item (“How did you get your answer to this question? What made you do that?”) in order to gather data about the thought process behind the students’ response. After the retrospective interview for each item or question, the participants are instructed to proceed to the next question.

At the end of completing all the items or questions, students can be probed on more general questions about the assessment tasks and the skills tested.
Example questions from other assessment projects include:

- Have you taken such online tests before?
- How difficult was the test?
- What skills do you think were being assessed? Were the items “fair” assessments of your skills?
- Did you have enough time to finish the test?
- Did you understand all the directions on the test?
- Were the tasks enjoyable? Did you learn anything from the experience?
- What technological or technical difficulties or challenges did you face?
- Was it easy to move back and forth between passages and/or stories?
- Did you use the pop-up hyperlinks for other media? Were they easy to navigate?
- Was it easy to type the answers?
- Were the drop-down list / drag-and-drop items easy to use?
- Did you use any of the reading tools provided on the online reading assessment task (e.g. highlighter, line reader, magnifying tools, flag or review tool, notepad etc)?
- Did you find these tools easy to locate on the screen?
- Did you find these tools easy to operate during the assessment? E.g. Were you able to adjust the size of the passage using the magnifying tool?

In addition, based on observer judgment, problematic questions or issues for students can be reviewed with the students by going back into the task environment to discuss points at which observers did not understand what the student was doing or at screens where the student/s had seemed to struggle. Prompts can include:

- “What do you think this question is asking you to do?”
- “How could we make any wording of the task clearer?”

### 6.3 Data Analysis of the Cognitive Interviews

To verify the objectivity of written observations, a computer-based video capture or audio recording of each one-on-one session can be made for later review and verification by
assessment specialists. This can control for bias that may exist when the interviewer omits information or includes their interpretation of information shared by the interviewee. Combining the structured interviews with video capture and/or audio recording assures a more objective data collection. When all observations and interviews are completed, the observations are coded by an independent researcher. Using the multiple data sources – interviewer notes and checklists, and video/audio capture, the coder identifies instances of interest in each session. These instances relate to questions such as the degree to which the cognitive processes captured reflect the intention of the test designers, and the degree to which the actual assessment environment impinges on student performance.

6.4 Logistics checks

At the point at which assessment tasks can be piloted at class level, additional information concerning the logistics of test administration, student engagement at group level, and facilities and infrastructure is required.

Teacher test administrators and coordinators should provide feedback about the class experiences with the tasks, and the online assessment system, and about student engagement. IT coordinators should provide feedback about the ease of the infrastructure set up, and system load and connectivity processes. The feedback can be provided either through interview or survey. In addition, the observation of sessions by researchers ensures that the teacher and IT coordinator feedback can be interpreted both in the light of the actual occurrence as well as in the light of the assessment intent. Sample protocols for these purposes from the ATC21s project are shown below (from the IT and Classroom Management Checklist for Pilots):

- What were the issues that the IT support staff needed to deal with in order to enable access to the tasks, prior to the session?
- Were there any events/issues, in terms of hardware, software, or internet access that required IT support staff to intervene during the session? If so, what were these?
- How were they resolved?
- How long did this take?
• What were the repercussions for management of the class?
• What were the repercussions for individual students?
• How long from the time students were at their desks, did it take for all students to be logged into the task site?
• How much time were students able to spend on the actual assessment questions?
• Were there any difficulties for specific students in engaging with the online environment? If so, what were these?
• Were these difficulties associated with individual student characteristics such as physical or cognitive disabilities or dysfunctions?
• Were these difficulties associated with technical issues? For example, slow connection speeds, inappropriate screen sizes, error messages?
• Did the teacher experience any difficulties in terms of communicating to students what would be required of them?
• Did the teacher experience any difficulties in terms of classroom management during the session?
• To what extent did students completing tasks at different times prove problematic in the classroom?
• What strategies were implemented to facilitate the task/student allocation?
• Is it viable to run such a session with one staff member only in the classroom?
• What advice, comments or suggestions, if any, did the teacher have for the administration of the session?
• For future classroom administration of tasks, what are the most important strategies or structures that needed to be put in place to enhance the smooth running?

6.5 Summary of the cognitive interview section

The process described of concept check, cognitive interview and logistics check may not be required to its full extent when the construct being measured is familiar to the stakeholders – the task developers, the education system, school, teacher, and student; or where the task environment is familiar to the test takers. The processes are designed to check that the intended skills are being captured, and that this capture is not biased by the assessment
environment. Accordingly, the process is necessary only where the targeted skills are unfamiliar or where the assessment environment is unfamiliar.

By its very nature, the process will require quite different response and checklist templates – customised to the skills, the assessment tasks, and the assessment environment.

6.6 Recommendations for the use of cognitive interviews

It is recommended that for the purposes of NAPLAN online readability and presentation layout decisions, the cognitive interview process without the teacher concept check would be sufficient.

In regards to presentation layout, there are three main issues:

1. Location of stimulus text and item sections (i.e., question and response options)
2. Location of stimulus text and item sections when comparisons across texts are required
3. Location of multiple media contents and links (e.g., video clip, audio recording)

The first issue is relatively easy to check through the cognitive interview process. Using the different NAPLAN online presentation layouts recommended in this report, prototypes of NAPLAN tests can be presented in PDF format for students to react to, with linked observation checklist tools for researchers/teachers to complete. Once item placement has been determined, the finer details of navigation methods (i.e., scrolling or paging) and additional reading tools can be considered and determined using feedback from student retrospective reports.

The second issue can similarly be managed. Neither the first nor second issue therefore require a great deal of infrastructure in terms of programming or alpha versions.

The third issue presents a different problem. The access to multiple media contents – either stimulus materials or response options – requires that students navigate around the screen (e.g., click on video, click and select or drag-and-drop item responses). In some cases, students may need to switch or toggle between contents on the page. In order for students to experience this in a way that can be captured through cognitive interview processes, a “live” version of such an environment needs to be provided. Such provision assumes
programming and expense. It is suggested therefore, that different examples of such live environments are used for the purpose of the cognitive interviews; these examples can be sourced rather than creating new ones. There are examples of ICT digital literacy tasks that could be used to facilitate this process. Apart from the provision of the online environment, the actual cognitive interview process remains as with the first two issues, with the templates for observation to be populated with relevant items and questions for the researchers/teachers to use.
7 Summary

The use of online assessment tools and programs in the field of education has steadily increased over the past decade. More and more paper-based tests are being replaced by computer-based test and online assessments, and online assessments of reading and mathematics are particularly popular. However, there is limited research and information about the transferability of paper-based tests to an online environment. In addition, research findings on factors related to the readability of onscreen text are mixed. Much of the research on readability of onscreen text was conducted on older students (e.g., undergraduate university students) and/or adults, with some studies examining digital reading or web page reading rather than reading comprehension per se. Nonetheless, the existing readability research has focused on factors such as typeface characteristics, text format, stimuli and item presentation layout. Therefore, these factors should be carefully considered when designing an online assessment task or tool.

At present, there are no specific guidelines for designing online reading assessments. Most of our recommendations for NAPLAN online were based on ideas extracted or adapted from existing online assessment tools. We also drew upon the Centre’s staff expertise and adapted ideas from some the Centre’s ICT projects. We have included multiple recommendations (e.g., layout options and ideas) and some cognitive interview protocols and questions for NAPLAN online reading assessments. However, these recommendations would need to be tested with children from Years 3, 5, 7, and 9 using NAPLAN reading assessment materials. Considerations for children with disabilities would also need to be taken into account when designing and testing NAPLAN online reading assessments. Additionally, given the rapid advancement in technology, features and accessibility of different devices must be taken into account when implementing online assessments on different device type (e.g., computer or tablet).

In conclusion, further research and testing is still needed to examine the optimal way of transferring paper-based test online, and to evaluate the different approaches of online reading assessment, especially when compare and contrast texts and multi-media are utilised. Field tests using cognitive interviews will provide more information and a better understanding of students’ and teachers’ experiences with online reading assessments.
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I Executive summary

The National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) online readability and layout study was conducted in November 2015 as part of a comprehensive research and development program initiated by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) in preparation for the 2017 implementation of the NAPLAN online adaptive testing program. A total of 103 students across four year levels from 11 different schools participated in a series of focus group sessions to evaluate different item display options relative to onscreen layouts. Layout presentations included different options for:

- the location of images in relation to text on screen
- navigation functionality within a single stimulus and across multiple stimuli
- presentation of audio items for spelling
- presentation of item content (including horizontal or vertical response option layouts; font type, line spacing, and line length)

Focus group sessions involved between four and six students from a given year level and lasted for one hour. During this time facilitators asked students to discuss the different features of the displays including what they liked or did not like about them, as well as their preferences between display options. Students viewed the layouts separately on their own devices (PCs, tablets, and tablets with external keyboards) and facilitators followed an interview protocol to prompt students around specific questions about the displays and note their responses. For each set of layouts students were asked to:

- observe and remark on differences between sample displays
- describe for the facilitator how they would interact with the different sample displays
- discuss whether one layout option appeared easier or more difficult than another and why
- suggest how they would improve upon the layouts
- indicate a preference between layout options

The table below provides a summary of recommendations based on student feedback. Students generally found images within reading passages as well as within the stimulus of non-passage based items to be less important than the content of the passage text and the information in the item stimulus. They wanted to read those other elements first as they felt this would set the context for interpreting the information presented in the image. With regard to navigating the passage interface, student preferences were mixed, with younger students preferring a paging interface and older students preferring a scrolling interface. Reasons cited by students for preferring one interface over the other were largely related to their beliefs about ease and efficiency for locating information needed to answer the questions.
Student preferences for line spacing suggest that while younger students preferred double spacing older students preferred the 1.5 line spacing. Results for line width suggest that students at all year levels preferred the text that occupied the full width of the column over text that occupied half the width of the column — although preferences were fairly close for Years 3 and 5 students. In both cases, preferences reflect beliefs about the ease and efficiency of reading the text and a desire to keep the page count to a minimum.

With regard to the response option layout, font, and spelling items, students preferred a horizontal layout of response options, the default font (Helvetica 16 point) for all elements of the item, and the inclusion of a written sentence for spelling items. Students’ preference for the horizontal layout of response options was largely driven by efficiency in use of the onscreen space as well as ease of comparison to the information in the question stem. Students’ preference for Helvetica was largely driven by a desire to have the same font for all elements of the item and by a general dislike of the Palatino font type. Finally, students’ preference for the inclusion of a written sentence to support audio dictation for spelling items reflects a desire for reinforcement of the information through multiple channels, as well as concerns over the ability to understand the audio narration.

### Summary of recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layout Option</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
<th>Year 7</th>
<th>Year 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image placement (relative to passage text)</td>
<td>Right or bottom of text</td>
<td>Right or bottom of text</td>
<td>Right or bottom of text</td>
<td>Right or bottom of text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image placement (relative to item components)</td>
<td>Right or inline (with introductory text above)</td>
<td>Right or inline (with introductory text above)</td>
<td>Right or inline (with introductory text above)</td>
<td>Right or inline (with introductory text above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image size</td>
<td>Larger</td>
<td>Larger</td>
<td>Larger</td>
<td>Larger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage interface (single passage)</td>
<td>Paging</td>
<td>Paging</td>
<td>Scrolling</td>
<td>Scrolling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage interface (multiple passages)</td>
<td>Tabbed Passages</td>
<td>Tabbed Passages</td>
<td>Tabbed Passages</td>
<td>Tabbed Passages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line spacing</td>
<td>Double spacing</td>
<td>Double spacing</td>
<td>1.5 spacing</td>
<td>1.5 spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line width</td>
<td>Full-column width</td>
<td>Full-column width</td>
<td>Full-column width</td>
<td>Full-column width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response option layout</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font</td>
<td>Helvetica 16 pt</td>
<td>Helvetica 16 pt</td>
<td>Helvetica 16 pt</td>
<td>Helvetica 16 pt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling items</td>
<td>With sentence</td>
<td>With sentence</td>
<td>With sentence</td>
<td>With sentence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, recommendations are consistent across all year levels, but there are two key areas (passage interface and line spacing) where different recommendations are made for younger and older students. Given the differences across year levels in preferences for paging versus scrolling interfaces for passage text (as well as the strength of student opinion on this topic), additional research might be considered to evaluate a hybrid scrolling/paging interface that could be used across all year levels.

In summary, the study yielded many valuable observations and should generally support ACARA in making decisions for online layouts of passage text and items.

---

1 Full-column width was defined as 80–100 characters. Half-column width was defined as 40–60 characters or 30–40 characters depending upon the specific passage text.
2 Introduction

2.1 Background

In preparation for the 2017 implementation of the National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) online adaptive testing program, the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) initiated a comprehensive research and development program that will enable the delivery of tests within an online environment.

The NAPLAN Online Readability and Layout study is a key component of ACARA’s online assessment research program. The study was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, a literature review was completed to summarise current knowledge about readability and layout in onscreen assessments, especially reading assessments. The literature review also identified interface, design and layout options that might provide optimal readability for NAPLAN online tests in 2017.

In the second phase of the study, a series of focus groups was conducted in which students across four year levels reviewed and provided feedback on different sample layouts. The second phase of the study was to be based on the findings and recommendations from the literature review. This report contains the results of the second phase of the study.

2.2 Summary of literature review

The literature review conducted in the first phase of the NAPLAN Online Readability and Layout study reviewed academic research related to onscreen testing and actual onscreen layouts used by a variety of assessment programs within Australia and globally. Across all online reading assessment tools and programs, four common features and characteristics were observed.

- The stimulus and items were presented in either a top-bottom or left-right format, or a combination of both.
- Although placed in different parts of the screen, “back”, “forward”, “previous” or “next” buttons were used as navigational methods.
- A range of reading tools and features (e.g. highlighter, notepad, etc.) were incorporated into the online reading assessments. These tools were included to facilitate the online reading process.
- The majority of the assessments included multiple-choice questions and/or constructed response items (i.e. short answers). Additionally, some assessments included technology-enhanced items (TEIs) such as drag-and-drop questions, point and click, and select or highlight phrases from a passage.

Research related to the comparability of paper and onscreen assessments revealed a mixed set of results, with some studies finding comparability between paper and onscreen tests, and others finding differences...
in student performance between the two modes. The authors state that inconsistencies in earlier findings could be related to variations in the visual quality of the presentation across the two modes, and suggest that improvements in display screen and interface technologies could partially mitigate mode effects resulting from the disparity between the presentations across modes.

In addition to reviewing research in the domain of assessment, the authors reviewed research in web development to shed light on differences in how students may interact with test content across modes. Evidence from eye tracking studies of adult web readers revealed that readers scan and read through web pages differently compared to reading on paper: online readers tend not to read every word on a web page (Nielsen, 1997). Other research (Jones, 2012; Nielsen, 2006) suggests that readers follow an “F-pattern” when browsing or reading web content, such that they first read in a horizontal movement across the first few lines on the top of the screen before moving down the page slowly and reading across in a second horizontal movement (thus creating the top and middle bars of the F), and then finally scanning the left side of the screen in a vertical movement (to create the vertical bar of the F). Using the F-Layout, the best or most important content of a web page should be placed across the top, and the first two paragraphs should state the most important information. The following subsections, paragraphs or bullet points should start with information-carrying words, so that users will notice these sections when scanning down the left side of the screen or content area. It is unknown to what extent this research (conducted with adults) will generalise to students.

The literature review also summarised research on several factors which can impact the ability of students to read and comprehend content onscreen. These factors include typeface characteristics, text layout and format, and presentation layout. Font, line spacing, and line length all play a role with regard to typeface characteristics. Research has found differences between serif and sans serif fonts related to onscreen readability. Specifically, sans serif fonts (e.g. Arial and Comic Sans MS) were perceived as being easier to read and more desirable for online texts compared to serif typefaces (e.g. Times New Roman and Courier New), with a significant effect found for reading accuracy (Bernard, Chaparro, Mills, & Halcomb, 2002; Hojjati and Muniandy, 2014).

Some research suggests that spacing between the lines of a text can impact on the speed of on-screen reading (Dyson, 2004). Specifically, Ling & van Schaik (2007) found that double spacing was better for reading speed and accuracy than single spacing. However, other research finds no significant difference in performance due to line spacing (Loh, Branch, Shewanown, & Ali, 2002). Additionally, Hojjati & Muniandy (2014) found that control of spacing is a significant part of page design as loose spacing can reduce legibility.

To date, studies online length have produced mixed results. Dyson and Kipping (1998) found that the number of characters per line affected participants’ reading rate, such that the longest line was read faster than the shortest line. However, Bernard, Fernandez, & Hull (2002) found no difference in reading time or reading efficiency between three line length conditions for children and adults. Mills & Weldon (1987) reported that readers were more likely to lose their place within the text when reading longer line lengths as they require greater lateral eye movement. The authors of the literature review conclude that it appears that shorter line length may be more suitable for children.

With regard to text layout and format, the literature review authors state that the two most common techniques of navigating or progressing through a passage of text are scrolling and pagination. Depending
on length of texts and device types, scrolling and pagination each have useful features that help readers navigate through a text efficiently. While some research suggests that scrolling through the presentation of the text may disrupt readers’ structural representation of the text and negatively impact their reading performance (Kim and Kim, 2013), evidence from older studies suggests that there is no significant difference in reading performance between scrolling and paging (Mills & Weldon, 1987). Additionally, Kim and Kim (2013) also found that most of the students in the study were comfortable using scrolling to navigate through passages. Dillon (1992) noted that experienced users preferred scrolling to manipulate text, possibly due to its speed. Therefore, the authors of the literature review concluded that the advantages and disadvantages of each technique are not conclusive.

If an item includes multiple elements such as stimulus, question prompt, response options, response format and graphics, the positioning of these elements ought to be considered. The literature review authors assert that an onscreen presentation of an item might require a different layout than a paper presentation of the same item. They note a lack of research evidence on the effects of item organisation on reading speed, accuracy, comprehension or cognitive processes and further state that there is very limited information or guidelines regarding graphic placement for the online assessment environment.

### 2.3 Purpose of this study

The purpose of this study is to provide information on the effectiveness of different screen layout presentations, identify key strengths and weaknesses for each presentation, and identify the extent to which differences in the presentation and layout of assessment items affect readability by evaluating students’ preferences in response to the different presentations. Results of the study will inform decision making relative to interface development and test content formatting for NAPLAN online tests in 2017. The study focuses on the following key features of item readability and layout.

- the location of images in relation to text on screen
- navigation functionality within a single stimulus and across multiple stimuli
- navigation across multiple stimulus texts
- presentation of audio items for spelling
- presentation of item content (including horizontal or vertical response option layouts; font type, line spacing, and line length)

Results of this study will be discussed in relationship to the research summarised in the literature review. Specifically, results are organised by key differentiating features of the various layout options (as indicated in the summary table above). Within each section of the results, a description of the differentiating feature along with any relevant references to the research literature are provided, followed by a summary table of student preferences for each set of sample displays in which the differentiating feature is addressed. Following the table, a summary of student comments is provided which supplies a rationale for the majority preference and notes a counter-rationale for minority preferences, where relevant. Student quotes (as indicated through the use of “”) are used throughout the rationale to add specificity and give direct voice to the student participants. Figures which show the different sample displays are also included.
3 Method

3.1 Participants

ACARA nominated 11 schools to participate in the 2015 Readability and Layout study. The participating schools were drawn from four of the eight educational jurisdictions in Australia: Western Australia, South Australia, Queensland and Victoria. All schools were located in metropolitan areas and government, Catholic, and independent schools were represented.

Despite the small sample size a large amount of qualitative data was collected through the cognitive interviews with students. The interviews yielded a rich data set the analysis of which is provided in the results section below.

Each school was asked to nominate between four to six students per NAPLAN year level to participate in the study. This resulted in a total of 103 students. Students were selected from the following year levels: Year 3 (36 students), Year 5 (27 students), Year 7 (19 students), and Year 9 (21 students). In addition, co-educational schools were asked to select both boys and girls to participate. The number of interviews totalled 20 across the 11 nominated schools. Table 1 shows the breakdown of student participation.

Schools were asked to nominate students who typically demonstrate a set of attributes, as follows:

- comfortable sharing ideas and opinions in front of a group
- can express an interest in technology
- can listen to ideas of other students and build upon those ideas
- enjoys working in groups and solving problems
- comfortable talking with adults
### Student participation in study by state, region and year level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Number of interviews</th>
<th>Male students</th>
<th>Female students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2 Materials

#### Item displays

ACARA provided sets of item displays (screenshots) to be viewed by participating students. Each screenshot presented a static view of a test item and associated onscreen functionality. Although students could view the different interface controls, they were not able to interact with them as they would in an operational testing situation. Screenshots were grouped into sample sets of between two to four screenshots that reflected different options for presenting the same item content. For example, a sample set might have shown the same item but with the image to the left of the question in one view and to the right of the question in another view. Different sets of items were made available to each year level. While the items themselves were designed to be appropriate to each year level, each display set generally represented the same variety of layout options.

A website was created specifically for use in this study (see Figure 1) and students accessed their year-specific displays from this web interface. Students accessed the website using Firefox, Safari or Internet Explorer (version 10 or later) browsers. Google Chrome could not be used to access the last two samples, and for this reason schools were discouraged from using this browser. Item displays were grouped by the domains of Reading, Spelling and Numeracy with students reviewing samples related to Reading passage text displays first, spelling item displays second, and numeracy item displays third. While each sample was presented in the context of a specific domain the presentations and display options were intended to generalise beyond that context.
In addition to the static screenshots, students were also presented with an interactive sample pulled from a publicly available practice set on the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness of College and Careers (PARCC) website. This interactive sample was used to demonstrate a scrolling interface for navigating within passage text as well as a tabbed interface for navigating between two passage texts.

**Devices**

The displays were viewed on PCs (including laptops), tablets (including iPad minis) and tablets with external keyboards. Students used their own devices to view the displays. Interviewers did not report any occasions where different devices were used within focus groups. Table 2 provides a breakdown of the number and type of devices used across the different year levels.

**Table 2 Number of devices used by year level and device type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Level</th>
<th>PCs</th>
<th>Laptops</th>
<th>Tablets</th>
<th>iPads</th>
<th>iPad mini</th>
<th>Tablets with external keyboards</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Process

Overall focus group structure

Each school was asked to nominate four to six students in two separate year levels to participate in the study. The study design indicated that research would be conducted through small focus group interview sessions. The interviews were scheduled for one hour in duration. A single facilitator was assigned to conduct the interview with each focus group.

Study locations and equipment set-up

Schools were advised of the importance of conducting the interview/s in an appropriate room. It was recommended that the room be quiet, free of distraction and allow for internet access. Internet access was required for all students as the expectation was that each student would view the layouts separately on his or her own device. Schools were asked to make the interview room available 30 minutes before the scheduled interview start time, to allow the facilitator to complete the necessary setup beforehand. Schools were able to accommodate this request without concern.

Interview protocols

A set of interview protocols specific to each year level were developed by Pearson and approved by ACARA. These interview protocols defined the trajectory of the interview from facilitator introductions to guiding and probing questions and finally to ending activities, during which students stated their layout and presentation preferences. Guiding and probing questions were intended to focus students on the salient differences between the sample displays and to solicit their opinions on these differences. Student responses to these questions provided insight into the features of a display that were important to students as well as their general approach to interacting with test content. The ending activities provided an opportunity for facilitators to ask students to identify their preferred layout. The data obtained from the ending activities are summarised in tables in the results section of this report. An example interview protocol is provided in Appendix A.

Facilitators used recording devices in addition to hard copy interview protocol forms to capture the discussion and responses from students. This information was then entered into Pearson’s data management software. To obtain the best interview results it was recommended that, where possible, facilitators organise the students in a circle facing one another. This would not only make it easier for the facilitator to record everything, but also encourage discussion among the students, and between the students and the facilitator.
Facilitator recruitment and training

Pearson recruited four facilitators to complete the interviews in participating schools. Facilitators were selected on the basis of the following criteria.

- be available from approximately 7:30 am to 3:00 pm for the interview days
- possess a valid working with children clearance (or valid teacher registration)
- be highly organised, flexible, reliable and punctual
- be sensitive to issues relating to the confidentiality and privacy of the interview data and materials at all times
- possess highly developed communication skills
- be familiar with technology and possess the ability to perform basic IT troubleshooting
- possess strong observation and data collection skills
- demonstrate a high level of attention to detail

Facilitators were required to attend an online training session convened by Pearson before conducting interviews in schools. All facilitators received training on a complete set of interview protocols including a group walkthrough. In addition, the training session covered all aspects of the facilitator role including the following:

- pacing – correct pacing through the displays to allow equal time for discussion on each display
- the ideal seating arrangements (students sitting in a circle facing one another)
- the best location for the recording device – non-obtrusive, central location so as to facilitate best recording results
- strategies for making students feel at ease in the interview setting
- the importance of maintaining neutrality, non-evaluative disposition from the facilitator
- probing/clarifying questions – open-ended follow-ups, non-leading follow-up questions
- the debrief and closure of the focus group

3.4 Limitations

The study relied on voluntary participation of schools. This was particularly challenging given the time of the year (November–December). The original study design prescribed an ideal sample of six interviews per year level (24 interviews in total). The actual number of interviews conducted was 20. This number was lower than that specified in the study design for two reasons. Firstly, the design had aimed for the participation of 12 schools; however, only 11 schools were available. Secondly, a number of these schools were able to provide one year level only.

As indicated in Table 1, the nominated schools were all located in metropolitan regions. This was a consequence of the voluntary nature of the study coupled with the time of year at which schools were asked to volunteer.
Facilitators reported two instances where students were not sitting face-to-face, or in a circle, but with their backs to one another. Ideal seating arrangements were not possible in these cases due to the architecture of the room coupled with the type of device used (desktop PCs). While this made the task of interviewing the students more challenging, it did not hamper the collection of data as per the interview protocols.

In some cases, students encountered errors with the PARCC links (the pages would not load). In such cases, facilitators used their own devices (iPads) to present the item layouts to students. Facilitators did not report that this adversely affected the course of the interview or prevented its completion.
4 Results

4.1 Image placement and size

Image placement relative to passage text

Images are often used in conjunction with passage texts to add illustration or elaboration to the content of the texts and to help students better understand what they are reading. In the current study, passage text was presented in the context of the reading domain, but these findings would generalise to any passage-based assessment domain (e.g. a science or social science exam where students were asked to read informational text and respond to domain specific items). In this study, students were given different options for the placement of these images relative to the passage text. Samples included single-image examples as well as multiple-image examples. Additionally, samples included images interspersed in the passage text as well images outside of the passage text (to the top, bottom, left, or right). With one exception (Years 3 and 5 sample 5) all images were presented in the same left-hand panel as the passage text, with the item and response options presented in the right-hand panel.

Table 3 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays which reflected options for image placement relative to the passage text. In evaluating these samples, students’ primary consideration was how the information in the image could best support their comprehension of what they were reading in the text.

Two different strategies for how students would use images to support their reading comprehension emerged through analysis of student comments. In the first strategy, students sought to use the images as a pre-organiser for what they were about to read. These students generally preferred to see the images at the top and/or to the left of the text (e.g. Year 7 sample 4 – Figure 2A; Year 5 samples 12 and 13 – Figure 2B) so that they would naturally be the first piece of information they reviewed when reading from left to right. In the second strategy, students sought to use the images to elaborate on or reinforce what they had just read. These students generally preferred to see the images placed at the bottom and/or to the right of the text (e.g. Years 3 and 5 sample 4 – Figure 3A; Year 5 samples 10 and 11 – Figure 3B), so that the text itself would be the first piece of information they reviewed when reading from left to right.
In general, more students appeared to favour the strategy of using the image for elaboration and reinforcement (positioning preferences of right and bottom). Older students frequently referenced a specific reading strategy as part of the rationale to support their preferences. Younger students did not mention specific reading strategies to support their preferences. It is unclear whether they lacked formalised reading strategies or simply could not articulate them to facilitators.
**Table 3**  
Student preference for image placement relative to passage text across year levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3          | Plants for dinner | Sample 1: Images interspersed left and right  
Sample 2: Images stacked right only | Sample 1 (11%)  
Sample 2 (89%) |
| 3          | Baby echidnas | Sample 3: Images between paragraphs  
Sample 4: Images below paragraphs  
Sample 5: Large images in second column (question hidden) | Sample 3 (28%)  
Sample 4 (45%)  
Sample 5 (28%) |
| 3          | Banana split | Sample 6: Images left  
Sample 7: Images right | Sample 6 (50%)  
Sample 7 (50%) |
| 3          | Banana split | Sample 3: Images between paragraphs  
Sample 4: Images below paragraphs  
Sample 5: Large images in second column (question hidden) | Sample 3 (28%)  
Sample 4 (45%)  
Sample 5 (28%) |
| 5          | Baby echidnas | Sample 3: Images between paragraphs  
Sample 4: Images below paragraphs  
Sample 5: Large images in second column (question hidden) | Sample 3 (15%)  
Sample 4 (81%)  
Sample 5 (4%) |
| 5          | Injured bat | Samples 10 and 11: Image top right  
Samples 12 and 13: Image top left | Samples 10 and 11 (81%)  
Samples 12 and 13 (19%) |
| 7          | Ant communication | Sample 3: Image top right  
Sample 4: Image top left  
Sample 5: Image bottom left  
Sample 6: Image above text | Sample 3 (26%)  
Sample 4 (16%)  
Sample 5 (37%)  
Sample 6 (21%) |
| 9          | Ant communication | Sample 3: Image top right  
Sample 4: Image top left  
Sample 5: Image bottom left  
Sample 6: Image above text | Sample 3 (14%)  
Sample 4 (39%)  
Sample 5 (27%)  
Sample 6 (9%) |

- Year 9 student: “Sample 5 has a picture in the middle and forces students to look at the picture. The picture is not important. Text is important in order to answer the question.”
- Year 9 student: “If the image is on the right, you read the text and glance at the image, you don’t put too much thought into it, but if it’s on the left you kind of have to look at it before you read.”

The overall visual appearance in terms of neatness and organisation of elements within the question was also important to students. They wanted things to be placed in a way that facilitated a quick visual inspection of the information they needed to answer the question. Students tended to dislike options that interspersed multiple images within the passage text (e.g. Year 3 samples 1 and 3 – Figure 4A; Year 5 sample 3 – Figure 4B) and felt that this looked disorganised. Inherent in this (and mentioned by students across all year levels) was the notion that images could be a “distraction” and that placement was crucial to avoiding this outcome. For example, most Year 3 and 5 students felt that it was better to present the pictures at the end of the passage text, than interspersed in the passage text, noting that this was more organised, less distracting, and prevented students from wasting time.

- Year 5 student: “Sample 3 has stuff everywhere.”
- Year 5 student: “3 is bad … text then photo … text then photo … split up is not good.”
Additionally, when multiple images were presented with the text, students generally preferred for the images to be grouped together (either to the right or left side of the text or at the bottom of the text) and ordered in a way that let them more easily connect each image to the text (e.g. Year 3 sample 2 - Figure 5; Years 3 and 5 sample 4 - Figure 3A). Although images in some of the samples included photo captions, many students did not notice these, or did not feel that this information was sufficient to connect the images to the text.

- Year 3 student: “Sample 2 picture matches with the writing. On sample 1, I’m not sure which picture goes with what writing”
- Year 5 student: “Sample 4 is better because pictures are grouped together.”

Year 9 students also noted the visual impact of image placement relative to the justification of the passage text. Images placed to the left were sometimes identified as visually more appealing because when left-justified text is used, the image appears to line up cleanly with the text. Images placed to the right were noted by some Year 9 students as being less desirable because of this.
• Year 9 student: “The lines finish at different points. They should finish at the same point.”
• Year 9 student: “Having the image on the left is better because it makes the writing line up and makes it easier to read.”

One of the samples presented to students in Years 3 and 5 (sample 5) – Figure 6, had the text expanded to full screen. This view covers the item. To access the item, a small blue arrow (expansion tab) needed to be clicked in the lower right corner of the screen. Students at both year levels were not always sure where to find the item and while some located the blue expansion arrow and correctly identified its function to minimise the text, some students could not figure out how to locate the item at all. A few students assumed that the item would appear in the blank space directly below the passage text on a real test and that this space was left blank for study purposes. Students who found the expansion arrow suggested that it be made more prominent (e.g. bigger, different colour). Additionally, some students thought that the images in this sample were too large and would be distracting.

• Year 5 student: “Don’t like that you can’t see the question.”
• Year 5 student: “Pictures should be smaller than the text to prevent distraction.”

Image placement relative to item components

Images such as photos, graphs, data tables, or illustrations are often included in non-passage based items as part of the question stimulus to which students are responding. In the current study, images were presented in the context of the numeracy domain, but these findings would generalise to any domain area which images are used (e.g. a social science exam in which students are asked to view a map). In this study students were shown samples which included images placed in different positions relative to the question stem and responses. Some samples displayed the image in the left-hand panel along with the question stem and responses (Year 3 samples 18 and 19 – Figures 1A-B; Year 5 samples 16, 17, and 20 – Figures 11A-B and 13B; Year 7 sample 17 – Figure 13C; Year 9 samples 16, 17, and 18 – Figures 7A-B and 12 respectively). In these cases image placement varied relative to whether the image appeared first or
introductory text appeared first. Other samples displayed the image in the right or left-hand pane with the question stem and/or response options in the other (Year 5 sample 21 – Figure 8A, and Year 5 sample 22; Year 7 sample 18 – Figure 8B, and Year 7 sample 19 – Figure 9).

Table 4 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays which reflected options for image placement, relative to the item stem and responses. Similar to student strategies when viewing images and passage text, student preferences were again related to how they wanted to use the information in the images. However, unlike images within the passage text, students largely saw the images in the item stem as containing important information (such as graphs or data tables) needed to answer the item rather than a potential distraction. As a result, the preference for placement of the image was strongly influenced by how much students felt they needed to know, to engage productively with the image before seeing it.

Table 4  
Student preference for image placement within items across year levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Time line</td>
<td>Sample 18: Image above stem question Sample 19: Image below stem question</td>
<td>Sample 18 (50%) Sample 19 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Paper folding</td>
<td>Sample 16: Image in middle of text Sample 17: Image above text</td>
<td>Sample 16 (85%) Sample 17 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Column graph</td>
<td>Sample 20: Image (small) above stem Sample 21: Image (large) on right Sample 22: Image (large) on left</td>
<td>Sample 20 (4%) Sample 21 (96%) Sample 22 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Triangle graph</td>
<td>Sample 17: Image (small) above stem Sample 18: Image (large) on right Sample 19: Image (large) on left</td>
<td>Sample 17 (6%) Sample 18 (75%) Sample 19 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Sample 16: Table inline Sample 17: Table above text Sample 18: Table left of text</td>
<td>Sample 16 (73%) Sample 17 (7%) Sample 18 (20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost all Year 5 and 7 students preferred to have the graph image to the right of the question for the triangle on grid and column graph items (Year 5 sample 21 and Year 7 sample 18 – Figure 8A-B) rather
than to the left or above the question stem. These students thought that it was logical to go from left to right and read the question first, then look at the graph. They noted that students could not understand the graph without reading the question first.

- Year 5 student: “Having pictures below the words gets students to read the text instead of just skipping to the pictures.”

Some students commented that they could see the benefit to having the image to the left of the question, so that they could read/interpret the graph first before reading the question. However, this did not ultimately change their preferences. Additionally, the separation of the question stem from the response options in Year 7 sample 19 (question above the graph image on the left and response options on the right – Figure 9), made this sample less attractive to students, so may have influenced their preference regardless of graph position. Several students noted that it did not make a difference which side the graph was on and thought that the size of the graph was the more important factor. Image size is also one reason why few students indicated a preference for the samples where the graph image was placed above the question, indicating that the graph image in these options was too small.
Students in Year 3 were mixed in their preferences for where the image of the timeline should be placed relative to the item stem – Figure 10A-B. Half the students thought it was better to have the image above the stem question (Year 3 sample 18 – Figure 10A) because they wanted to see the timeline first before seeing the question, noting that this was the most logical presentation. These students also observed that this placement resulted in having the answer box directly below the question they were to answer. The other half of students thought it was better to have the image below the question stem (Year 3 sample 19 – Figure 10B), so that they already knew what to do with the information in the timeline when they saw it. These students liked that both of the stem sentences (the introductory sentence and the stem question) were grouped together so they could read them both before looking at the timeline. It is worth noting that in both samples, the introductory sentence was the first element students encountered and provided some pre-organising context for students.

Having pre-organising context prior to the image was also important to Year 5 students in reviewing the samples for the paper folding item. Most students preferred to have the image presented in the middle of the text (Year 5 sample 16 – Figure 11A), than to have the image as the first element encountered (Year 5 sample 17 – Figure 11B). These students said that they preferred to read the text first and then see the illustration in the image. Students thought this was a very sequential and logical presentation and that seeing the picture first without having read the introductory text might be confusing. Students described sample 17 as “more overwhelming” and “harder to figure out.” Similarly, most Year 9 students preferred having the data table in line with the text (sample 16) for the temperature item, as it was preceded by introductory text which gave them a clear idea as to what was in the table.

- Year 9 student “like instruction first telling me what the table is about.”
- Year 9 student: “… because if I saw the table first I would try to figure out what it means and interpret without the explanation.”
Year 9 students who preferred sample 18 (table left of text) – Figure 12 found it more visually appealing that the other samples because they liked reading across rather than up and down, and having the side-by-side comparison to the question. However students also observed that the layout used with sample 18 might not be workable with a larger graphic. Additionally, one student noted that with sample 18, the table seemed “pushed to the side as if not important.”
Image size

The size of an image can influence the visibility and readability of the information in the image. In this study students were shown images of varying sizes to determine what size would provide the best visibility and readability for students. Table 5 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays which reflected options for image size. In general, students had a preference for larger images which allowed them to better read and interpret the information in the images. However, there were two instances where students did not endorse the sample with the largest image. In the first case (Baby echidnas Years 3 and 5) – Figure 6, students disliked that the question was not visible because of the larger images and found it confusing that not everything was on one screen. In the second case (Triangle on grid for Year 7 sample 19 – Figure 9), students disliked the separation of question stem and responses in the sample with the largest graph option. In both situations the size of the image interfered with the preferred presentation of other key elements within the item.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Baby echidnas</td>
<td>Sample 3: Small images between paragraphs</td>
<td>Sample 3 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 4: Small images below paragraphs</td>
<td>Sample 4 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 5: Large images in second column (question hidden)</td>
<td>Sample 5 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Calculator/Ruler</td>
<td>Samples 20 and 21: Small image size (image above question)</td>
<td>Samples 20 and 21 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 22: Large image size (image to left of question)</td>
<td>Sample 22 (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Baby echidnas</td>
<td>Sample 3: Small images between paragraphs</td>
<td>Sample 3 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 4: Small images below paragraphs</td>
<td>Sample 4 (81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 5: Large images in second column (question hidden)</td>
<td>Sample 5 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Column graph</td>
<td>Sample 20: Small graph (image above question)</td>
<td>Sample 20 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 21: Medium graph (image to right of question)</td>
<td>Sample 21 (96%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 22: Large graph (image to left of question)</td>
<td>Sample 22 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Triangle graph</td>
<td>Sample 17: Small graph (image above question)</td>
<td>Sample 17 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Samples 18 and 19: Large graph (right side and left side)</td>
<td>Samples 18 and 19 (94%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students noted that when smaller images were used and placed above the question this could introduce scrolling (Year 3 samples 20 and 21 for Calculator/Ruler) – Figure 13A. The scrolling issue seemed to be exacerbated when students viewed the sample displays on tablets due to the smaller screen sizes (Year 5 sample 20 for Column graph) – Figure 13B. Students also commented that space was not well used when the smaller images were placed above the question (Year 7 sample 17 for Triangle on grid) – Figure 13C.
4.2 Passage interface options

In the current study, passage text was presented in the context of the reading domain, but these findings would generalise to any passage-based assessment domain (e.g. a science or social science exam where students were asked to read informational text and respond to domain specific items).

Navigation within a single stimulus text

When the text of a passage is sufficiently lengthy that it does not fit on a single screen, interface decisions must be made about how to support student navigation to the remainder of the text. Two options were presented in this study. In the first option students used a “paging” interface which allowed them to move from one page of text to the next using numbered buttons which appeared at the bottom of each page of text (see Figure 14). The numbered buttons are highlighted to show the student which page of text is currently showing. Students in the study referred to this display option as a “book system” approach to navigation within the passage text, as it preserves the concept of a page and students use the numbered buttons to turn the page as they would in a physical book.
The second option presented a “scrolling” interface which allowed students to view text as a single continuous piece through the use of an onscreen scroll bar that allowed students to move up and down within the left-hand panel of the screen, while the right-hand panel remained static (see Figure 15). Students could access this scrolling functionality by using a mouse to drag the onscreen scroll bar, by using the scroll wheel on their mouse, by using arrow keys on the keyboard, or by using their finger on a touch-screen device.

Unlike other sample displays, students were not asked to make a choice between paging and scrolling interfaces, so no summary table is presented. However, student preference was fairly clear based on the comments students made during the focus group discussion. Preference for paging versus scrolling appeared related to both year level and device. Younger students who had less experience with reading onscreen preferred the numbered tabs as they thought that it would be easier for them to locate information using the page references. Older students who had more experience with reading onscreen tended to prefer scrolling and felt that it gave them greater control and that they could more easily locate information related to specific sentence and paragraph references than with the paging interface. Amongst older students, preference for navigation controls also related to the type of device they were using and how easy or difficult it was for them to control the mouse (external mouse versus trackpad) or scroll through content. Students using an external mouse seemed the most positive toward scrolling, with students using a trackpad or a touch-screen tablet less positive.
Many Year 3 students had challenges figuring out the scroll functionality and some had to be shown how to use the scroll bar to view the rest of the story. Many students did not notice the scroll bar at all and suggested making it more visible to indicate that scrolling would be needed. Once they were prompted, students were reasonably successful in using the scroll functionality; however, most students did not like it. Students mentioned that they were more used to flipping pages (like in a book) compared to scrolling. Additionally they did not like having to scroll in two places (within the left panel for the passage and separately in the right panel to view the questions).

By contrast, Year 3 students were largely positive about using the numbered buttons to move between pages in the paging interface. Students noted that it did not take as much time as scrolling and that selecting a page required one button click versus the continuous action of scrolling.

- Year 3 student: “Like it. Can press the boxes easily.”
- Year 3 student: “That’s way easier than scrolling.”
- Year 3 student: “Once you click on the tabs you don’t have to do anything else, whereas with scrolling you have to keep going.”

Some students were confused by the numbered buttons or thought that the numbered buttons should be larger or better labelled. Within some of the samples which used the paging interface, students noted confusion between the “next” and “back” buttons and the numbered buttons —indicating that they thought the “next” and “back” buttons might navigate them to the rest of the passage text, whereas the numbered buttons might navigate them to the next item (opposite of the intended functionality). Additionally some students preferred scrolling, or thought that scrolling would have worked just as well as using the numbered buttons to move between pages.

Most Year 5 students recognised the need to scroll to see the rest of the passage text, but did not like the scrolling interaction, indicating that it was “confusing” and that they found it “intimidating and boring.” Year 5 students were also concerned that scrolling might result in students losing their place in what they were reading. Most students at this year level indicated a preference for the numbered buttons to navigate within the reading passage rather than scrolling, indicating that it was much easier and more immediate and direct in terms of navigation.

- Year 5 student. “Prefer buttons because you can immediately click on a page and it will take you there.”
- Year 5 student. “Instead of constant scrolling click on the number to instantly get you there.”

Year 5 students noted that the buttons were easier to notice than the scrolling controls, because they were highlighted, whereas students might not realise that there was a scroll bar. Additionally, students noted that having pages allowed them to use this information to better locate what they had just read. Because the concept of pages is retained, students appeared to have a better idea of where they had read a particular piece of information, and this made it easier for them to retrieve relevant information necessary to respond to the question.
Students in Years 3 and 5 commented that the size of the numbers and buttons should both be enlarged and more clearly labelled. Some students at Year 5 commented that they preferred scrolling, because it gave them greater control in navigating through the passage text.

Preference between paging and scrolling to navigate within the reading passage was mixed at Year 7. Students who preferred the paging interface were concerned that they might lose their place while scrolling, and thought that using numbered tabs would be faster and waste less time. Some of these students had problems using the scrolling functionality because of the browser or the device they used to access the sample. Others thought that the scrolling controls should be made more obvious.

- Year 7 student. “Numbers are faster in getting you from one page to another. If scrolling too fast, students might miss out on some information or lose the spot at which they were at.”
- Year 7 student: “Not clear that you needed to scroll ... have a scroll down sign. Students may not know that you need to hover the mouse over the box in order to scroll.”
- Year 7 student: “Need to be full size thick scroll bar so you can click on it and drag it. The thin one is too difficult to click and drag.”

Year 7 students who preferred scrolling felt that scrolling provided greater control and were concerned about the amount of time that would be wasted waiting for additional pages to load with the paging interface. These students also thought scrolling would be easier in order to find a specific sentence or paragraph references. Students at this year level also knew how to use arrow keys to scroll and some used this method rather than the scrollbar. Additionally, some students did not realise the numbered buttons were there and thought they should be made larger. They also suggested moving the buttons to the top of the passage text to make them more visible. Some students at Year 7 also indicated confusion between the numbered buttons for paging and the “next” and “back” buttons. A few students at this year level also indicated that they thought the blue arrow for expansion tab might take them to the next page of text. Others thought it would expand the text across the full screen and that they would be able to see all of the text at once. One student suggested having the option of either scrolling or using numbered buttons so students could decide what was easiest for them.

- Year 7 student. “Scrolling is easier if you’re looking for something in particular. If you need to compare two things in a text, you can just scroll compared to having to keep clicking between pages. Takes up time.”
- Year 7 student. “I think I like scrolling better. It’s just easier than the buttons. It’s kind of more obvious you are on a computer, if you want to see more you usually scroll.”

A majority of Year 9 students preferred scrolling to paging as a way to navigate within the passage text, noting that it provided greater control of where they are in the text and was quicker. A primary concern of Year 9 students with the paging interface was how long it would take to load the individual pages and whether this would waste time. As with Year 7 students, Year 9 students also mentioned that scrolling made it easier to compare information and to look for a specific sentence or passage number references.

- Year 9 student. “Scrolling is better because you can point to where you are at the top of the screen. Scrolling is quicker to get to the top of the section.”
- Year 9 student. “Scrolling would be easier because it flows better and you don’t have to worry
about clicking each page and whether you remembered the correct page you needed to retrieve information from.”

Although Year 9 students preferred scrolling they suggested that the scroll bar be made bigger and wider. They also observed that it would be difficult to use the scroll bar with a trackpad on a laptop. They suggested that it would be best to have a “proper mouse” but noted that students could use the arrow keys to scroll instead. Additionally, Year 9 students noted some challenges with having separate scrolling controls for the passage text and the item overall.

A few Year 9 students preferred the paging interface because they felt that it would be “sturdier” and more robust than a scrolling approach. This concern was voiced primarily from students viewing the samples on a tablet. They were concerned about losing control over the scrolling, and scrolling beyond what was intended because of the accelerated scrolling features on touch-screen devices. These students also felt that it would be easier for them to locate information using the numbered buttons. However, students again indicated confusion amongst the “next” and “back” buttons, the blue expansion tab arrow, and the numbered paging buttons. They suggested labelling the “next” button as “next question” to more clearly differentiate its purpose.

- Year 9 student. “Pages are sturdier though. Less can go wrong. Sometimes you can accidently scroll so this is good.”
- Year 9 student. “A book system is easier for a lot of people because you can’t go wrong. Scrolling is easier to refer to text but a lot could go wrong.”

Additionally, students were asked about the number of pages of text they would consider reasonable to read through. Most Year 3 students preferred that text be kept to a single page noting that it was confusing when the text had more than one page and that students would lose interest or forget what they had read on the previous page. Older students were more open to considering multiple pages of text, but there was a common theme that the number of pages should be kept to a minimum. As with the Year 3 students, older students were concerned about being able to stay focused on the text as they read and remember what they had read on previous pages. Students were also concerned about the added effort of having to switch between multiple pages to find text references needed to answer the associated questions. The specific range of responses relative to how many pages would be acceptable was similar across Years 5, 7, and 9, but varied considerably within each year level. Some students indicated that 1 or 2 pages would be ideal, others suggested that 3 or 4 pages should be the maximum, and a few students even said as many as 5 pages would be tolerable. There seem to be a general agreement that 6 or more pages would be too many and that this would lead students to not read the text and just guess at the questions.

Navigation across multiple stimulus texts

In many passage-based assessment situations, students are asked to read multiple-stimulus texts and make comparisons across those texts when answering the questions. Students in this study were asked to react to a display option where the titles of the passage texts were presented as different tabs within the passage interface (see Figure 16). Students could navigate between the passage texts by selecting the different titled tabs which would then bring the text of that passage to the foreground. Across all year levels, students were easily able to identify the tabs as the mechanism for switching between passage texts and were able
to do so without issue. Students described this functionality as “clear and straightforward”, “easy”, and “pretty self-explanatory”. Some students suggested that the functionality could be improved by making it more obvious which passage had been selected and wanted more visual differentiation on the tabs (e.g. by adding an outline around the passage title in the tab when it is selected or using a different colour to indicate which passage is selected).

**Figure 16** Tabs for multiple-stimulus texts

![Tabs for multiple-stimulus texts](image)

16 - PARCC sample; Years 3 and 4 sample 23; Year 7 sample 20; Year 9 sample 21

**Line spacing and width**

The way in which passage text is displayed can be critical to students’ ability to efficiently read and comprehend the information it contains. In this study, students were shown samples of two different line spacing (1.5 and double spacing) – Figure 17A-B, as well as two different line widths (full-column and half-column width) to determine how these features influenced student impressions of the readability of the passage texts. Implications for the number of pages resulting from each display option were also explored.
Table 6 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays which reflected options for different line spacing within the passage text. Student preference for line spacing appears to be related to year level and potentially also to their level of reading experience. Specifically, most students in Years 3 and 5 preferred double spacing whereas students in Years 7 and 9 were roughly split between the two options, with a slight majority preferring the 1.5 spacing.

Students at Years 3 and 5 thought that double spacing was easier to read because it was more spaced out, and also thought it would easier to keep your place while reading and avoid re-reading lines of text. However, many of these students acknowledged that the double spacing might be too much (“too spaced out”; “too much space being used”) and suggested a slight reduction in spacing between the lines. Year 3 and 5 students who preferred 1.5 spacing thought that there appeared to be less writing, since it physically took up less space on the screen. These students also disliked the text wrapping around the image caused by the double spacing. However, they indicated some concern with the size of the text and said they would like the words to be bigger (larger font) but not spaced out more.

**Table 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bath or shower</td>
<td>Sample 8: 1.5 spacing Sample 9: Double spacing</td>
<td>Sample 8 (28%) Sample 9 (72%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bath or shower</td>
<td>Sample 1: 1.5 spacing Sample 2: Double spacing</td>
<td>Sample 1 (7%) Sample 2 (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Choosing a book</td>
<td>Sample 1: 1.5 spacing Sample 2: Double spacing</td>
<td>Sample 1 (53%) Sample 2 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Choosing a book</td>
<td>Sample 1: 1.5 spacing Sample 2: Double spacing</td>
<td>Sample 1 (52%) Sample 2 (48%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students at Years 7 and 9 were roughly split in their preference for 1.5 or double spacing. Students who preferred the 1.5 spacing said that having the text spaced together would allow them to read it faster and noted that “if it’s spaced out it takes longer to find the next line and read it all out.” These students also
noted the visual impact of the layout, noting that the 1.5 spacing looked more compact and made a better use of space. Some students said that they were more accustomed to this style of layout and found it less distracting.

Students said that they thought the font size (Helvetica 16 point) was good and that the spacing wasn’t too close together. They did not seem to feel that they would have a problem re-reading the same line. Students who viewed the sample displays on a tablet suggested that the text could be enlarged by zooming in if needed.

- Year 9 student: “As a whole you know how much of it there is and it just looks better. Sample 2 [double spacing] looks awkward with that much space. It looks strange.”
- Year 9 student: “Sample 2 [double spacing] looks like there’s more text to follow as it takes up the whole space.”

Students who preferred double spacing noted that the spacing made it easier to read and would help them keep track of which line they were on and avoid skipping lines. These students mentioned that it was easier to identify the important parts of the passage text (“easier to skim the text”) with the double spacing. However, these students also noted that double spacing takes up a lot of space on the screen (“too much space when you first look at it”). Additionally, students observed that because the text, when double spaced, runs right to the bottom of the screen in sample 2 for Choosing a Book, it’s unclear if there is more text to read.

- Year 9 student: “When its bunched up you can lose your line or read the same one twice.”

Table 7 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays which reflected options for different line widths. Student preference for line width appears to be related to year level. Specifically, students in Years 7 and 9 had a strong preference for text that occupied the full-column (full-column width) whereas students at Years 3 and 5 were more mixed in their preferences, with a slight majority of Year 3 students favouring text that occupied the full-column and a stronger majority of Year 5 students favouring text that occupied half the column (half-column width).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>International Day</td>
<td>Samples 10 and 11: Full-column width, Samples 12 and 13: Half-column width</td>
<td>Sample 10 and 11 (53%), Sample 12 and 13 (47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>International Day</td>
<td>Samples 6 and 7: Full-column width, Samples 8 and 9: Half-column width</td>
<td>Sample 6 and 7 (37%), Sample 8 and 9 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Can you hear the bells?</td>
<td>Samples 7 and 8: Full-column width, Samples 9 and 10: Half-column width</td>
<td>Sample 7 and 8 (89%), Sample 9 and 10 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Feline: Friend or foe?</td>
<td>Samples 7 and 8: Full-column width (2 pages), Samples 9, 10 and 11: Half-column width (3 pages)</td>
<td>Sample 7 and 8 (100%), Sample 9, 10 and 11 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note that only 2 of 4 classes reviewed these samples for Year 7.

2 Full-column width was defined as 80-100 characters. Half-column width was defined as 40-60 characters or 30-40 characters depending upon the specific passage text.
Year 7 and 9 students thought that full-column width was easier to read and made better use of space than half-column width. Students noted that with full-column width there were fewer pages, thought the text was easier to read, perceived it as more “normal” and visually appealing (“like reading a book”), and said it made it seem that there was less to read. Students thought that half-column width was too narrow and noted that people their age like to read across not down.

- Year 7 student: “All the way across; people our age read like that.”

Older students were more aware of and concerned by the impact of line width on the number of pages. It should be noted that in the Year 9 sample, Feline: Friend or foe?, half-column width created an additional page (went from two to three pages) which made the impact of line width more obvious than in other year levels. The desire for fewer pages also appeared to be related to test taking strategies relative to referencing the question and the text. Students’ concerns in this regard seemed to be related to the paging interface. Some students suggested they might have been less concerned about the line width if there was a scrolling interface to navigate through the passage text.

- Year 9 student: “The fewer the pages the better because when you’re answering questions you don’t have time to go through so many pages of text.”
- Year 9 student: “Having it on as few pages as possible makes it easier to compare to the question.”
- Year 9 student: “Most people read the question first and then look for it in the text... they won’t read if they know thing is too long.”
- Year 9 student: “Have a scrolling feature so you don’t have to flip through pages and waste time loading.”

Year 9 students thought half-column width might be beneficial if they wanted to quickly skim the text, but noted that younger level students would probably not benefit from this, as it is “a higher level technique.” Some students mentioned that the full-column width samples could be improved by adding greater vertical spacing between the lines (as they had seen in previous examples).

Amongst Year 3 and 5 students, those who preferred the full-column width (Figure 18A) liked that it was more spread out, and thought this would make it easier to read. These students generally understood that with the half-column width there would be more pages and saw this as a potential drawback.

- Year 3 student: “You don’t read down, you read across.”
- Year 3 student: “[the half-column width sample] is not good because they only use up half of the page which forces students to scroll between pages more.”
Conversely, students who liked the half-column width (Figure 18B) thought the narrow text would be easier to read. Students expected half-column width to include a second column and thought it might be improved by including something (like a picture) in the second column. Some students thought that the half-column width sample looked more like a poem than a passage text.

- Year 3 student: “Columns are better. It’s easier to read... I like keeping it to half the page instead of going all the way across.”
- Year 3 student: “It seems like you don’t have to read as much, which may appear favourable to some students.”
- Year 3 student: “[the half-column width sample] looks like a poem; neat and easy to read.”

Students who preferred the half-column width also noted several deficiencies with the full-column width sample. Specifically, they noted that the page break between pages 1 and 2 occurred mid-sentence in the full-column width sample which they did not like and thought would be confusing. Additionally, students observed that there was not very much text on page 2 in the full-column width sample and thought something should have been done (e.g. “play with the font”) to keep it all on one page. Both of these issues likely had an influence on student preference for the half-column width. Full-column width may have been preferred by more students if these issues had not been present.

- Year 5 student: “Not wasting time going to the second page since there’s barely anything there.”
4.3 Item layout and presentation

In the current study, most individual items (those not associated with a passage text) were presented in the context of the numeracy domain, but findings related to response option layout and font would generalise to any domain area. The layout options for the Spelling items are domain specific with regard to the inclusion or exclusion of a written sentence in addition to the audio sentence. However, findings relative to presentation and labelling of audio controls could generalise to other domains where audio features are included as part of the item stimulus.

Response option layout

In paper based tests, response option displays typically occur in one of two formats. They may follow a Z- or an N- based pattern where responses are laid out in two columns (A-B-C-D left to right or top to bottom). Alternatively they may be laid out vertically in a single column, with the paper testing booklet in portrait orientation. However, it is unclear whether these layouts are optimal for onscreen testing, because the aspect ratio of most devices assumes a landscape orientation (though tablets can be rotated between portrait and landscape). In this study, students were presented with both vertical and horizontal layouts for response options to evaluate their preferences.

Table 8 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays, which reflects options for response option layout. Across all year levels, students indicated a strong preference for a horizontal layout of response options, because they are used to reading from left to right. They also thought it made better use of space and might minimise scrolling (especially for students testing on tablets) – Figure 19C.

- Year 5 student: “You can see them all on one page so you don’t have to scroll down”
- Year 9 student: “If you scroll down you can’t see the question anymore...then you’d be looking at it without the equation.”
- Year 9 student: “With 14 it would be hard to compare them if you can’t see them at the same time.”

Year 3 students comparing samples 16 and 17 for Fish magnets (Figure 19A-B) noted that the horizontal layout was easier, since the response options matched the horizontal pattern in the question stem. Students also noted that the pictures in the response options on sample 17 were bigger (less eye strain) and clearer, which made it easier to understand. Students in Year 5 noted that the horizontal orientation of the response options was easier to read and that there was more space to choose between responses. Students who used tablets to view the sample displays noted that the extra space was important, because it was easier to select options with a thumb touch.
Students who preferred a vertical layout said it was more familiar and felt that they could more clearly associate responses with radio buttons (i.e. answer bubbles). Year 9 students noted that the placement of the radio buttons relative to the answer choices was confusing in sample 15, since the radio buttons were between the response options and it was unclear which button went with which option. They thought it would be better to place the radio buttons above or below the response options. Additionally, several students at Year 9 suggested the use of a $2 \times 2$ layout of response options rather than either the vertical...
or horizontal layouts. In particular, one student noted that a horizontal presentation might be difficult with a larger number of response options and that stacking response options both vertically and horizontally would be better in this situation.

Font type

The font used within an item can aid or detract from the readability of the item. Research has suggested that fonts which work well on paper (serif fonts) may not work well onscreen and that sans serif fonts were perceived as being easier to read onscreen. However, the use of different fonts within an item can add emphasis to highlight critical information and may also communicate to students the different types of information they are reading. In this study, students were presented with the same item shown with a single font (Helvetica 16 point) for all parts of the item, and separately with a different font (Palatino) for certain parts of the item stem, image, and response options (Figure 20A-B).

Table 9 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of the sample displays which reflected options for different font types. The majority of students evaluated across year levels, preferred samples with the consistent Helvetica font to samples with the Palatino font used for certain elements of the item. Students noted that the Helvetica font appeared more bold, was easier to read, and that the writing itself appeared larger. While most students preferred the Helvetica font to the Palatino font, when asked to make a choice between the two, many students said that the font was not important to their ability to read or understand question.
Table 9  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 3          | Calculator/Ruler | Sample 20: Helvetica font  
Sample 21: Palatino font for image labels | Most preferred sample 20 over 21 * |
| 5          | Alyssa          | Sample 15: Helvetica font  
Sample 16: Palatino typeface | Sample 15: 89%  
Sample 16: 11% |
| 7          | Triangle graph  | Sample 17: Helvetica font  
Samples 18 and 19: Palatino font for point labels | N/A ** |
| 9          | Expression      | Sample 19: Helvetica font  
Sample 20: Palatino font for equations and variables | Sample 19: 80%  
Sample 20: 20% |

*Because samples 20 and 21 were also compared against sample 22 (which had an enlarged image), it was not possible to determine specific percentages for preference between 20 and 21, as students made the choice amongst all three options.

**Although font is a differentiating characteristic between samples 17, 18 and 19, only the letters identifying the points on the triangle reflected a different font and students did not mention the font in their comments. Therefore no percentage information on font preference is presented for these samples.

Students generally liked having the response options in the same font as the question (Year 7 sample 15 – Figure 21A). However, a few students thought having the answers in a different font made the distinction between the question and the answer more clear (Year 7 sample 16 – Figure 21B). Some students suggested using a different font for the question stem and options. Students thought the Palatino font was “more formal”, like the font “usually seen in math textbooks and worksheets” and also said it was “nice but a bit thin.”

Figure 21A-B  

Same and different fonts for question stem and response options
Spelling items

It is typical that spelling tests which ask students to spell individual words will include the use the tested word in a sentence to provide context and avoid confusion for students. Onscreen testing allows audio files embedded within the items to take the place of the test invigilators reading the sentenced aloud. These audio files require students to interact with the onscreen controls of the audio player to hear the words in a sentence. In this study students were shown samples of spelling items that contained only the audio controls and were asked to compare these to samples for the same spelling item that contained both the audio controls and a written sentence to support the aural delivery, with the word to be spelled omitted.

Table 10 presents a summary of student preferences for each set of sample displays which reflects options for spelling item presentation. Across all year levels, students indicated a strong preference for displaying the sentence within the text of the item stem, in addition to having it read through the audio player (see Figure 22). Students thought that without the sentence, the question was confusing and students might not know what to do. Additionally, they mentioned that seeing the sentence written out was important, because students might have difficulty understanding the audio recording. Some students at Years 7 and 9 suggested that it would be helpful to have an option to slow down the speed with which the sentence was read.

- Year 7 student: “I gather information better when I read it instead of hearing it... and sometimes it’s good to get it twice the information... in case you don’t get it first time... so text and audio combination is best.”

Students who preferred the sample without the sentence said it was visually “less busy”, was quicker because they did not need to read the sentence, and felt that the instructions provided were sufficient. They also noted that having the blank in the sentence added confusion as they did not know where to record your response. Some students who preferred the sample without the sentence also said that it was typical of spelling tests not to have the sentence and so they were used to this type of presentation.

Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year level</th>
<th>Item descriptor</th>
<th>Display options</th>
<th>Preference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pushes</td>
<td>Sample 14: With Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 14: 89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 15: Without Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 15: 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pushes</td>
<td>Sample 14: With Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 14: 96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 15: Without Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 15: 4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Disturb</td>
<td>Sample 11: With Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 11: 59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 12: Without Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 12: 41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Disturb</td>
<td>Sample 12: With Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 12: 71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 13: Without Sentence</td>
<td>Sample 13: 29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While most students preferred having the sentence written out, many of them thought the sentence should appear above the recording controls (which was not presented as an option in the samples). They wanted to read the sentence first to know for what information they should be listening. Many students at Year 9 said they would click play or listen to the sound as the first action they would take, but mainly because it’s at the top of the page and the first thing they see.
Students at Year 7 were concerned with the placement of the instructions line above the audio player in sample 11 (with the sentence) – Figure 22 and many of them indicated a preference for sample 12 (without the sentence) – Figure 23 for this reason, even though their comments indicated that they would like to see the sentence written out. Some students at Years 7 and 9 noted the difference in wording in the instructions between the samples (“click the arrow” versus “click the button”) and thought “button” was unclear because there were several buttons. Students in Years 7 and 9 also expressed concern about the use of the bracket style arrow (>) as a symbol for the play button in the instructions line and found this confusing. Suggestions were either to write out “play button” or to use an image of the actual button.
4.4 General interface observations

Navigation

Although students generally understood that the “Next” and “Back” buttons would take them to the next question on the test, there was some confusion as to the function of these buttons relative to the numbered buttons associated with the passage text interface. Additionally, some students suggested alternate navigation schemes that included showing thumbnail icons of the questions in a panel on the right-hand side of the screen, or numbered buttons at the top of the screen for each of the questions on the test to allow for direct navigation between questions.

Expansion tab

The purpose and functionality of the expansion tab within the passage text were not well understood by students. Some students were able to correctly identify that the tab would expand the passage text and hide the question, but did not think this was clearly explained. Some students thought this would allow them to move to the next page of the text. Others thought it would move them to the next question associated with the current passage text. Additionally, students who were able to identify the correct purpose were unclear as to whether the expanded text would include text beyond what they could see on the current page, or whether it would simply expand the current page text wider across the screen. Students suggested that the blue arrow was not clearly visible and suggested making it a different colour, enlarging it, or adding a label to make it more noticeable.

Tools

Students encountered tool icons in samples for all three domain areas (reading, spelling, and numeracy). Though the tools themselves were not the focus of the study, students were asked their impressions of the tool icons and what they thought they would do. Some students did not immediately notice the tool icons and suggested that they be made larger, or moved to the top-left side of the screen (where the clock is located), so that they would be more likely to see them. Students also suggested providing an explanation of the tools prior to beginning the test (perhaps in some sort of tutorial), or to add instructions which could be accessed through a question mark next to the tool icons within the test. Students were generally confused by the inclusion of numeracy tools within the spelling samples and suggested they be removed.

Within the samples for the reading domain, the only tool icon pictured was the magnifier. Students also saw the magnifier tool with both the spelling and numeracy samples. Some students had some confusion around the icon for this tool and thought it was a search feature. Other students understood that it was a magnifier tool but were uncertain how it would work. Some students speculated that it might bring up a magnifying glass to allow the student to choose what would be magnified. Other students thought it might zoom-in and magnify the entire item. Some students mentioned the existing functionality within their browser or on their tablet to zoom and were not sure how this zoom tool would be different.

Within the samples for the numeracy domain, students saw tool icons for the ruler, protractor and calculator. Students generally understood that clicking on each of these tool icons would bring up the associated tool, but were frequently uncertain how the tools themselves would work. Additionally,
Year 3 students were not always certain about what some of the tool icons were. For the ruler and protractor, students generally understood that they could be used to measure things (e.g. length and angles) and thought that they would click and drag the tool to what they wanted to measure. Some students speculated on how they might rotate the tools, and were concerned that they would be hard to control and might be time consuming to use. Some Year 3 students indicated that they thought the ruler could be used as a straightedge to underline things. For the calculator, there was also concern about whether students would be allowed to use the tool at all or on some items and whether doing so might be considered cheating.

**Timer display**

Students generally understood that the timer display would communicate to them how much time they had left on the test. The hide time button was positively received as students were frequently concerned about the timer causing stress. Some students suggested moving the timer to the top-right side of the screen next to the tool icons so that it would not be the first thing that they see. Other students suggested moving the timer to the top-middle of the screen and having tools on either side of it. Some students suggested that in addition to the time it would be good to show how many questions were left.

**Flag for review**

Year 3 students were generally uncertain what the “Flag” button would do, with one student speculating that it would show them the flag of the country they were in. Older students had a better understanding of the functionality correctly identifying that it would let them “flag” questions that they could revisit later in the test. However, one student suggested that the button would alert the teacher and send a message to her computer and another suggested it would allow the student to “flag” inappropriate content. Students thought that the label on the button should be clearer and suggested “bookmark” as a possible alternative. Some students did not think they would use the flag button.
5 Conclusions

5.1 Overall findings and recommendations

This study summarised student preferences for a number of important features of onscreen display for item content. This section will review the findings for each of these features and provide recommendations based on student feedback. Table 11 provides a summary of recommendations for each layout option separately by year level. In general, recommendations are consistent across year levels, but there are two key areas (passage interface and line spacing) where different recommendations are made for younger and older students. Elaboration on, and rationale for each recommendation, as well as suggestions for improving upon the recommended option are discussed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11: Summary of recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Layout Option</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image placement (relative to passage text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image placement (relative to item components)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage interface (single passage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passage interface (multiple passages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response option layout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling items</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Image placement and size

Although students’ eye movement across the screen content was not tracked in this study, the recognition by students of information importance relative to image placement when reading from left to right and the general preferences for image placement suggest that students may be using something similar to the F-layout (Jones, 2012; Nielsen, 2006) to scan test content presented onscreen.
Image placement (relative to passage text)

Students generally found images within passage texts to be less important than the passage text itself, and wanted to read the passage text first, to set the context for interpreting the information presented in the image. While some students preferred a strategy of using the images as a pre-organiser for the passage text, the majority of students preferred a strategy which used the images to reinforce what they had already read. Additionally, since the information presented in these images was not necessary to answer the question, it should be given a position of lower information priority relative to screen layout. As such, it is recommended that images displayed alongside passage text should be placed to the right or at the bottom of the text, so that students would read the passage text before viewing the images.

Image placement (relative to item components)

Unlike images associated with passage texts, the content of the images associated with individual items tended to provide necessary information to answer the questions. However, in these situations, students expressed a desire to have pre-organising context prior to the image noting that it was logical to go from left to right and read the question first, then look at the image. Students thought this was a very sequential and logical presentation and that seeing the image first without having read the introductory text or the question itself might be confusing. As such, it is recommended that large images should be placed in the right-hand panel with the question and responses in the left-hand panel. Images which can be made small enough (yet still readable) to be placed with the question in the left-hand panel should be preceded by introductory text, so that the student has some pre-organising context relative to the information contained in the image.

Image size

The size of an image was also an important factor to students and, as outlined above, interacted with preferences for image placement. In general, students had a preference for larger images especially when the image contained information important to answering the question (e.g. a graph or data table). However, students generally preferred smaller images when the size of the image interfered with the preferred presentation of other key elements within the item (e.g. students did not like having to use the expansion tab to view the item).

It is therefore recommended that images which contain information necessary to answer the question should be large enough for students to easily read the information, but not so large that it displaces other elements of the item.

Passage interface options

Single passage

With regard to navigating the passage interface, student preferences were mixed, with younger students preferring a paging interface and older students preferring a scrolling interface. Reasons cited by students for preferring one interface over the other were largely related to their beliefs about ease and efficiency for locating information needed to answer the questions. These results are consistent with those of Dillon (1992) in suggesting that experienced users (in this case older students) were more comfortable using
scrolling than paging to navigate through a text. However, it appears that a paging interface might be more suitable for younger students. This might reflect the heavier reliance of less experienced readers on the structural representation of text (i.e. the concept of pages) to help them locate information they have read. It is therefore recommended that a paging interface should be offered for students in Years 5 and younger and a scrolling interface for older students. For the paging interface, the paging controls should be made larger and more clearly differentiated from other controls in the item (“next”/“back” buttons and the expansion tab arrow). For the scrolling interface, the scroll bar should be made thicker and more apparent to students. Schools should make external mice available to students testing with a scrolling interface on a laptop computer.

Multiple passages

Students found the tab functionality to navigate between multiple passages easy to recognise and straightforward to use. As such, it is recommended this display be used to allow students to navigate between multiple passages within the same passage text area.

Item layout and presentation

Line spacing

Student preferences for line spacing suggest that while younger students preferred double spacing, older students were fairly split in their preferences for double spacing versus 1.5 spacing with a slight majority preferring the 1.5 spacing. Preference for 1.5 spacing amongst the older students reflected both their impression of the text readability, as well as their desire to keep page count to a minimum. It is worth noting that even amongst younger students some thought the double spacing introduced too much space between lines and suggested a compromise line spacing (something between 1.5 and double spacing). Double spacing is recommended for use with Years 5 and younger. The length of passage texts for these year levels should be short enough that the extra space should not result in an unreasonable number of pages for students to navigate. Double spacing may also be considered for older year levels if a consistent standard is desired across the assessment program. However, the impact to the number of pages of text should first be evaluated for passage texts in the respective year level item banks. If the use of double spacing results in an unreasonable page length for some passages, these passages may need to be dropped from the bank. 1.5 spacing is recommended for older year levels and provides an alternative that keeps the number of pages of passage text to a minimum. The impact of 1.5 spacing on passage text readability can be expected to be less of a concern for more experienced readers who are more familiar with this line spacing and have more experience implementing strategies for reading text onscreen.

Line width

Results for line width suggested that students at all year levels preferred the full-column width over the half-column width—although preferences were fairly close for Year 3 and 5 students. Preference for the full-column width reflected beliefs about the ease and efficiency of reading the text and (as with line spacing) the desire to keep page count to a minimum. It is therefore recommended that full-column width be used rather than half-column width for passage texts. This agrees with the preference of the majority of
students and minimises the number of pages students have to navigate. A review of passage texts should be undertaken once they are formatted in the onscreen interface, to look for issues where sentences wrap across pages and to force pages to end with a complete sentence.

Response option layout

Students across all year levels preferred a horizontal layout of response options. Students’ preference for the horizontal layout of response options was largely driven by efficiency in use of the onscreen space as well as ease of comparison to the information in the question stem. It is therefore recommended that a horizontal layout for displaying response options should be used rather than a vertical layout. Radio buttons should be located either above or below response options, in a horizontal layout to avoid confusion of having radio buttons between response options.

Font

Across year levels, students had a preference for the consistent use of the Helvetica font. This was largely driven by a desire to have the same font for all elements of the item and by a general dislike of the Palatino font type. It should be noted that although students disliked this font, they did not think it negatively impacted their ability to read and understand the item.

It is recommended that a consistent font type should be used throughout the elements of an item (e.g. item stem, images, and response options) and that Helvetica should be used rather than Palatino.

Spelling items

Students at all year levels had a preference for the inclusion of a written sentence for spelling items. This reflected a desire for reinforcement of the information through a second channel as well as concerns over the ability to understand the audio narration. It is therefore recommended that Spelling items be presented with the sentence, both read in the audio file and written out onscreen. The written out sentence should be placed above the audio controls. The instructions line should be revised to improved clarity relative to the play button (button versus arrow and bracket arrow versus actual image).

General interface issues

Students appeared to apply similar logic (importance of information) to the layout of the test interface, in general, as they did when evaluating the placement of images. Students felt that tool information was more important than information about time remaining in the test. While time remaining is certainly an important factor in a testing situation, students felt it served as a distraction and were concerned about the potential for negative impact on their performance. As such, it is recommended that the placement of timer controls and tool icons could be flipped to better reflect the level of importance that students attribute to these features. In addition, instruction should be offered on tools; either through a tutorial prior to the test, help screens within the test, or a combination of both.
Other functionality within the test interface should be clearly identified for students. For example, the label for the “Flag” button could be revised to be clearer to student users. Additionally, the need for and usability of the expansion tab should be evaluated. It is unclear to what extent this functionality is needed. If it is retained, its function should be made clearer to students through improved labelling and button design.

5.2 Study limitations

The current study yielded many valuable observations and should generally support strong recommendations to ACARA for online layouts of passage text and items. However, as with all research studies conducted in school settings, some limitations were observed relative to participation, materials (relative to the display samples), and timing. With regard to participation, the number of school and student participants was somewhat less than desired at some year levels, with Year 7 having the fewest participants (4 schools and 19 students). This might limit the degree to which conclusions should be drawn about specific year levels. With regard to the materials, the display samples used in this study were primarily static images that, while displayed onscreen, did not allow students to interact with the functionality represented. Instead students had to speculate about how the interactions would work. Student preferences may have been different if they had been able to click the buttons and experience the items as they would under operational testing conditions. Additionally, some functionality and display options which could have been evaluated with interactive samples could not be included in the study.

The display of static images to students differed somewhat across school locations. In most locations students each had their own device and were able to navigate between the samples and see each one up close. However, in some locations students had to share devices with other students or look at the device used by the study facilitator. This may have limited their ability to evaluate the samples in as much detail as they would have liked. The devices used by students to view the samples in this study also varied across locations and sometimes multiple device types were represented within a class. This variability was in some ways “by design” to allow student comments to be captured relative to a variety of devices, but was not implemented in a controlled enough fashion to allow strong conclusions to be drawn about displays relative to devices.

Lastly, with regard to timing, students were available for approximately one hour of participation and were asked to review and provide feedback on as many as 24 different sample layouts during this time. This limited the time that students could spend on any given sample set and, in some cases, meant that some sample sets were skipped by study facilitators.

5.3 Further research

Given the differences across year levels in preferences for paging versus scrolling interfaces for passage text (as well as the strength of student opinion on this topic), a hybrid scrolling/paging interface that could be used across all year levels should be evaluated. Figure 24 shows an example of what a hybrid interface might look like. This interface has paging controls similar to the numeric buttons used in this study (though
here labelled “next” and “previous”) and also has a scroll bar control similar to the scrolling interface evaluated in this study. In this example, page breaks are maintained which would help students who find it easier to locate information based on page location. However, students would be able to use either the paging controls or the scroll bar to navigate through the pages as per their preference. Usability research would need to evaluate specific interface elements, but a successful design around this concept would allow for the use of a single interface for all year levels and avoid students having to learn new functionality in later year levels.

Additional research could also be conducted on the number of pages it is reasonable to expect students to read at each year level. Although students in the current study were asked their preferences for the number of pages, students were almost uniformly in favour of reading as few pages as possible (one page was the preference for many younger students). It is likely that student preferences in this regard may differ from their actual capabilities and research to evaluate how the number of pages may impact student reading comprehension, engagement and fatigue and affect overall test outcome, will help better inform decision making.
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## Appendix A

### Example interview protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview protocol</th>
<th>Year 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instructions:</strong></td>
<td>Use this interview protocol to record your observations of students’ responses and reactions to the item layouts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School reference</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devices being used (tablets, laptops etc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students using each device</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invigilator/Researcher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8 min Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome (2 min)</td>
<td>Before participants arrive, make sure sticky notes and pens (or some other medium for students to respond with) are placed at each desk. Have name tags/name tents available for students to make.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Welcome participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduce yourself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thank everyone for taking time to participate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic (2 min)</td>
<td>Today we will be talking about test questions and how they look onscreen. We'll be showing you some different ways of presenting the questions and asking for your feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidelines/Ground Rules (2 min)</td>
<td>It is important that we follow a few rules:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only one person speaks at a time. There may be times when you want to jump in while someone else is talking, but it is important that you wait until they have finished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There are no right or wrong answers. We just want to hear what you are thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You do not have to speak in any particular order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When you do have something to say, please do so. There are many of you in the group and we want to hear from all of you. Please tell us what you think, and it's okay if what you think is different from what someone else thinks. We do not all have to agree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We want you to share all comments -- whether they are positive or negative. Sometimes, negative comments can be the most helpful!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You've probably noticed the microphone. We're tape recording the session because we don't want to miss any of your comments. People often say very helpful things in these discussions and we can't write fast enough to get them all down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We will be on a first name basis, and we won't use any names in our reports. We will keep your answers private.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does anyone have any questions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus (2 min)</td>
<td>So we're going to look at some items and I'm going to ask you for feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is important that you don't focus too much on the questions themselves, but rather how the questions look onscreen. What you will be looking at today is not a final product; in many cases they are just screenshots of what you might see in a final product. So things like buttons or scroll bars will not work in a lot of the examples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We want you to be thinking about things like: is it easy to read the text? Do you see any issues with scrolling? Does the placement of things like images or questions make sense?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Let's get started.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Layouts: Bath or Shower (2 layouts; 9-10; samples 1-2) (5 min)

**Focus:** Spacing between lines (single spaced/double spaced)

**Guiding Research Questions(s):** Does the spacing between lines (single spaced/double spaced) make a difference to students?

| Guiding Question(s) | What do you think? What do you see?  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Just for fun, what do you think the answer to the question is?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What do you think the different buttons do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If they don’t mention the blue “Back” and “Next” arrow buttons,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What do you think would happen if you clicked the blue arrow buttons?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Note: We do not want to focus on the interface. After the participants have a chance to share their opinions of the interface, thank them for their input and explain that the rest of the time will be devoted to the questions themselves.</em>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thank you for sharing your thoughts about the different buttons and how the screen looks. The rest of the time, we are going to focus on how the questions look on the screen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Note: If students return to talking about the interface or buttons, gently refocus them on the questions.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now let's look at sample 1. *(Have participants look at the first layout of Bath or Shower). Pause to give them time to view both.***

| Guiding Question(s) | What do you think? What do you see?  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (single versus double spaced text), ask:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are the differences between samples 1 and 2? Feel free to go back to look at both samples again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference between the two is that the first is single spaced and the second is double spaced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does the extra spacing between the lines in the second one make it better or worse? Explain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Probe for the specific ways that it is better or worse.</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ending Question/Activity:** Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. *On your sticky note, write which sample you prefer (sample 1 or 2). It’s ok to go back and look at both versions if you would like. Be ready to explain why.*  
|                     | Which do you like better and why? |
|                     | *Have participants share.* |
**Layouts: Baby Echidnas (3 layouts; 19-21; samples 3-5)**

**(5 min)**

**Focus:** Images within text block; beneath text block; full screen

**Guiding Research Question(s):** Does it matter where images are placed in relationship to the text? Do students understand where the questions sit if the text/images are full screen?

| Let’s look at sample 3.  
*(Have participants only look at the first layout of Baby Echidnas to start).* |  |
| --- | --- |
| **Guiding Question(s):** | What do you think?  
Does anything bother you with the way the information and pictures are displayed? |
| **Probe:** | How would you change it to make it better?  
*If necessary, follow-up with:*  
What could you change to make it easier to read? Easier to understand? |

| Now let’s look at the sample 4.  
*(Have participants look at the second layout of Baby Echidnas).* |  |
| --- | --- |
| **Probe:** | What do you think of this version?  
*If necessary,*  
Is it easier to read or harder to read?  
*If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (image placement), ask:*  
What's the difference between the two versions?  
*Note: If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference is the placement of the pictures.* |

| Now there’s one more version for us to look at. Go to sample 5.  
*(Have participants look at the third layout of Baby Echidnas).* |  |
| --- | --- |
| **Probe:** | Tell me what’s going on here.  
Where would you find the questions for this text?  
What do you like, don’t you like? |

| Ending Question/Activity: | **On your sticky note**, write which sample you prefer (sample 3, 4 or 5). It's ok to go back and look at the other two versions if you would like. Be ready to explain why.  
**Go around and ask participants to share.** |

---
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### Layouts: International Day (3 layouts; 37-38 and 39-40; samples 6-9) (5 min)

**Focus:** Default line width; pagination

**Guiding Research Question(s):** How does line length or multiple pages affect the ability to read the text passages?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Let’s move on. Look at samples 6 through 9. (Have participants look at both layouts of International Day). Pause to give them time to view both. Note: there are 2 samples, but 4 screens for International Day).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Question(s):</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Probe:** | What did you like? What didn’t you like?  
*Note: If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (line length), ask:*  
What’s the difference between the two versions?  
*Note: If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference between the two is that the first has longer line length than the second.*  
Let’s assume that there’s more text/words than you can see here. How would you get to it? Does that make sense?  
*Note: If participants do not understand, explain that the buttons labelled 1 and 2 move you to the next page.*  
Let’s pretend you had to read multiple pages of text. How many pages of text would you be okay with having to read? (2-3? 5-6?)  
How would line length affect the number of pages? Does that matter? |
| **Ending Question/Activity:** | Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. On your sticky note, write which sample you prefer (samples 6-7 or 8-9). It’s ok to go back and look at both versions if you would like. Be ready to explain why.  
Which do you like better and why?  
*Have participants share.* |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layouts: How to Help an Injured Bat (33-34, 35-36; samples 10-11, 12-13) (5 min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus:</strong> Image to the right of text; image to the left of text; Pagination required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Research Question(s):</strong> Does it matter where images are placed in relationship to the text? What do students think of having to tab to a different page?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Let’s look at samples 10-13.** *(Have participants look at both layouts of How to Help an Injured Bat). Pause to give them time to view both. Note: there are 2 samples, but 4 screens for How to Help an Injured Bat).*

**Guiding Question(s):** What do you think? What do you see?  
**Probe:** What did you like? What didn’t you like?  
*Note: If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (line length), ask: What’s the difference between the two versions?  
*Note: If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference is that the image is on the right in the first sample and on the left in the second sample.  
Let’s assume that there’s more text/words than you can see here. How would you get to it? Does that make sense?  
*Note: If participants do not understand, explain that the buttons labelled 1 and 2 move you to the next page.  
Does it matter whether the image is on the left or right? Why?*

**Ending Question/Activity:** Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. On your sticky note, write which sample you prefer (samples 10-11 or 12-13). It’s ok to go back and look at both versions if you would like. Be ready to explain why.  
Any other thoughts?  
*Ask for responses.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layouts: X00069295 (Spelling) (2 layouts; 46-47; samples 14-15) (5 min)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus:</strong> Inclusion or exclusion of sentence in spelling questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Research Question(s):</strong> Do participants prefer to have a sentence included for spelling questions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Now let’s look at sample 14.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Question(s):</strong> What do you think you would do first?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>If students say they’d click the play button say, “if you click the play button, this is what you would hear: “Spell “pushes”’. The boy gets tired when he pushes his bike up the hill. Pushes”</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>If students do not recognise the play button, point it out and say, “if you click the play button, this is what you would hear: “Spell “pushes”’. The boy gets tired when he pushes his bike up the hill. Pushes”</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What do you think? Does the way this question looks/works make sense to you?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>If not, how would you change it?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Now let’s look at sample 15.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probe:</strong> What do you think you would do first?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>If students say they’d click the play button say, “if you click the play button, this is what you would hear: “Spell “pushes”’. The boy gets tired when he pushes his bike up the hill. Pushes”</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>If students do not recognise the play button, point it out and say, “if you click the play button, this is what you would hear: “Spell “pushes”’. The boy gets tired when he pushes his bike up the hill. Pushes”</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note:</strong> If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (inclusion or exclusion of sentence), ask: What’s the difference between the two versions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Note:</em>* If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference between the two is that the first includes a sentence while the second does not.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ending Question/Activity:</strong> Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. On your sticky note, write which sample you prefer (sample 14 or 15). It’s ok to go back and look at both versions if you would like. Be ready to explain why. Which do you like better and why? Have participants share.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layouts: 5E_05 (Paper Folding) (2 layouts; 67-68; samples 16-17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 min)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus:</strong> Images within text block; above text block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Research Question(s):</strong> Does it matter where images are placed in relationship to the text?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Now go look at samples 16 and 17.**
*(Have participants look at both layouts of Paper Folding). Pause to give them time to view both.*

**Guiding Question(s):**
- Take a minute to look at both versions.
- Does anyone notice anything different on this page?
  *Note: If necessary, point out the math toolbar at the top-right.*
- What do you think of this tool bar? What do you think the buttons do?

**Probe:**
- What are your thoughts?
  *Note: If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (images within text block or above text block), ask:*
- What’s the difference between the two versions?
  *Note: If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference between the two is that the first has the image within the text while the second has the image above the text.*
- Does the question placement make a difference or not?
- Why or why not?

**Ending Question/Activity:**
- Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. **On your sticky note**, write which sample you prefer (sample 16 or 17). **It’s ok to go back and look at both versions if you would like.** Be ready to explain why.
- Which do you like better and why?
  *Have participants share.*
Layouts: 5B_03 (Rope) (2 layouts; 64-65; samples 18-19) (5 min)

**Focus:** Vertical or horizontal layout for answer choices

**Guiding Research Question(s):** How does placement of answer selections in relationship to questions affect ability to answer questions? Does it matter if answer choices are displayed horizontally or vertically?

**Now look at samples 18 and 19.** *(Have participants look at both layouts of Rope). Pause to give them time to view both.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guiding Question(s):</th>
<th>What do you think? Does anything bother you with the way the information and pictures are displayed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probe:</td>
<td><strong>if necessary,</strong> is it easier to read or harder to read? Note: If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (vertical/horizontal placement of answer choices), ask: What’s the difference between the two versions? Note: If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference between the two is that the first lists the answer choices vertically while the second lists the answer choices horizontally. What about the placement of the question? Does it matter where the question is placed in relationship to the clock and the answers?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ending Question/Activity:** Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. **On your sticky note,** write which sample you prefer (sample 18 or 19). It’s ok to go back and look at both versions if you would like. Be ready to explain why. Which do you like better and why? **Have participants share.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layouts: 5D_13 (Column graph) (3 layouts; 72-74; samples 20-22) (5 min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus:</strong> Layout 72: graphic inline and size reduced to fit page; Layout 73: graphic on right side; Layout 74: graphic on left side. <strong>Guiding Research Question(s):</strong> Does it matter where images are placed in relationship to the text?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Let’s look at samples 20-22.  
(Have participants look at all layouts of Column graphs. Pause to give them time to view both). |
| Guiding Question(s): What do you think? What do you see? |
| Probe: Note: If participants have not already mentioned the differences between the two (placement of graph), ask:  
What’s the difference between the two versions?  
Note: If participants do not realise the difference, explain that the difference between the three is that the first has the graph in the middle of the text, the second has the graph on the right, and the third has the graph on the left. Does the placement or the graph make a difference? Why/why not? |
| Ending Question/Activity: Let’s pretend you have to answer this question on a test at school. On your sticky note, write which sample you prefer (sample 20, 21 or 22). It’s ok to go back and look at the other version if you would like. Be ready to explain why. Which do you like better and why? Have participants share. |
## Layouts: Sample 23, Questions 7 and 8
(5 min)

### Focus:
Scrolling and tabs

### Guiding Research Question(s):
- Do participants recognise tabs as a way to move to a different passage?
- Do participants recognise scrolling as a way to view an entire passage? What do they think of scrolling?

### Now let’s go to Additional samples.
Click “Sample 23.” You will see a new box pop up. Does everyone see this? *Help students navigate to this, if necessary.*
Click the Blue “Start Test Now” button. Then click “Start Section.” *Pause, make sure students are in the right spot.*
At the top-left, you will see a button that says “Review.” Click on that, then click “Question 7.”

### Question(s):
Look at Question 7. What do you see? What do you think?
Now let’s say you’re finished reading “Cricket and Cougar” and you want to read the story “Kira-Kira.” *Think to yourself a minute: How would you get to the story “Kira-Kira”?* raise your hand when you think you know.
Ask participants to share.
If participants do not recognise that they click the Kira-Kira tab, explain to them that this is how they would navigate to the story.
What do you think of clicking the tab to get to another story? Is it easy or hard? Why?

### Now we are going to look at a different question.
At the top-left, you will see a button that says “Review,” click it, then click Question 8.

### Probe:
Look at Question 8. What do you see? What do you think?
Can you figure out how to see the whole story (get to the end)?
Ask participants to share.
If participants do not recognise that they scroll, explain to them that this is how they would navigate through the story.
What do you think of scrolling to read the story? Is it easy or hard? Why?
Now, please click out of the Pop-Up window or close it. We are going to go back to the original screen we have been working from.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layouts: Sample 24 (5 min)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus:</strong> Tabs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Research Question(s):</strong> Do participants recognise tabs as a way of scrolling through a passage? Do they prefer scrolling or tabs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Now you should be back at additional samples.</strong> Pause, make sure students are in the right spot. Click “Sample 24.” You will see a new box pop up. Does everyone see this? Help students navigate to this, if necessary. Explain to students that this is just a demo, and that they should ignore all of the PowerPoint stuff at the top, and only look at the slides.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question(s):</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you see? What do you think?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let’s pretend you need to see more of the story. <strong>On your sticky note,</strong> write what you would do to be able to see the whole story. Be ready to share your answer. Ask participants to share. If participants do not recognise that they click the numbered buttons at the bottom to navigate, explain to them that this is how they would navigate through the story. What do you think of clicking the numbered buttons to read the story? Is it easy or hard? Why? Do you like scrolling or numbered buttons better? Why? Now, click the right arrow at the bottom to see what it would look like to use the tabs. What do you think?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closing</strong> (2 min)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you so much for all of the great ideas and feedback you’ve given us. We will be taking all of your feedback and putting it together for the product team so that they can implement changes based on what you’ve shared with us today. (dismiss and provide students with incentive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>